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Abstract

This thesis seeks to address the question of the specific role of the application of the Plan Colombia Helicopter Package (PCHP) in the context of the Colombian counter insurgency strategy, through the lens of the transformation of the Colombian political and security transformation between 1999 and today, in effecting repeatable outcomes that strengthened the legitimacy of the Government of Colombia (GoC).

Starting in 1999, under President Andres Pastrana and in collaboration with the US Southern Command (SOUTHCOM), planning began for US military resourcing in support of Plan Colombia. Plan Colombia was President Pastrana’s “Marshall Plan” for a comprehensive revitalization of Colombia to include economic, social, political and security dimensions. The GoC sought foreign aid for this plan and the US provided over $9 Billion between 1999-2014.

In the context of this aid package, a capability gap analysis was executed by the Colombian military and SOUTHCOM that resulted in the PCHP which would endow Colombia with a fully developed rotary wing capability starting in 1999 that included training institutions, a logistics pipeline and an order for more than 50 helicopters. The helicopter capability fully came online in 2003 and by 2004, in the context of a new counter insurgency strategy, the capability facilitated the achievement of asymmetric dominance of the Colombian military over an escalating insurgency. By 2007, this dominance had contributed to the restoration of 40% of Colombia’s municipalities to government control, securing of major highways, increased commerce, and dramatically lower crime rates thus strengthening the legitimacy of the GoC.
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INTRODUCTION

In 1999, the Clinton administration was approached by the administration of Colombian President Andres Pastrana to support a comprehensive social, security, and anti-narcotics trafficking revitalization plan for the country of Colombia that would strengthen the legitimacy of the Government of Colombia (GoC) known as Plan Colombia.\textsuperscript{14} The United States supported President Pastrana’s request in the form of an initial approximate $860 billion dollar aid package beginning in 2000 and subsequent follow on aid through present day.\textsuperscript{15} This included initial budgeted investments in the military of $512 million in 2000 and $87.5 million in 2001 of which over $500 million was budgeted to be spent on the Plan Colombia Rotary Wing Security Force Assistance Capability Package.\textsuperscript{16} This package came to be popularly known as the Plan Colombia Helicopter Package or PCHP.\textsuperscript{17} Through 2014, over $9 billion dollars would be spent on aid to Colombia, a majority supporting the military and police.\textsuperscript{18} This aid would prove essential in providing materials and manpower to underserved areas through helicopters.

Figure 1. US Aid to Colombia 1996-2013

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{us_aid_colombia.png}
\caption{U.S. Aid to Colombia}
\end{figure}

\textsuperscript{14} Spencer 2011 pg. 64.
\textsuperscript{15} Isacson 2015
\textsuperscript{16} Ciponline “Website provided by Adam Isacson that gives details on Clinton Budget proposal for Plan Colombia” https://web.archive.org/web/20040714014756/http://www.ciponline.org/colombia/aidprop4.htm; 1998
\textsuperscript{17} Giraldo, Fabian (Colonel Colombian Army), email message to the author, April 13, 2015
\textsuperscript{18} See Figure 1
Prior to the initial aid package, irregular armed groups had escalated in seizing control of territory and population centers from the GoC for a period of approximately eight years and this process seemed to be accelerating rather than slowing down.\textsuperscript{19} Additionally, the number of kidnappings and murders had escalated to numbers that were among the highest in the world. This poor security situation damaged the economy through major drops in both tourism and investment. The major player among these armed groups aggravating the security situation was known as the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC). The FARC “is the oldest and largest irregular armed group among Colombia’s left wing rebels” and receives most of its financing from the drug trade, an estimated $600 million annually.\textsuperscript{20}

The citizens of Colombia had become increasingly convinced that the GoC could not defeat the FARC and smaller groups or protect them with the number of abandoned municipalities, murders, and kidnappings escalating every month.\textsuperscript{21} With these escalations, regular citizens were sponsored to take up arms and join paramilitary groups to protect their towns, villages and sponsors from the FARC and other smaller armed groups.\textsuperscript{22} These paramilitaries committed frequent human rights abuses and in some cases GoC forces individuals were complicit with them.\textsuperscript{23} With these escalations in respect to the loss of territory, murders, human rights abuses, and citizens taking up arms, there was a decline in the confidence of the people of Colombia in the GoC’s ability to provide security, enforce rule of law and maintain a

\textsuperscript{19} It should be noted the first municipalities were lost beginning in the early 1980s but the losses were very gradual through 1994 and then steadily escalated from 1994-2002. It should be noted that the lost is defined as no GoC presence. Ospina 2015; Spencer 2015
\textsuperscript{20} Unric.org “Google Search for background information on FARC and ELN” http://www.unric.org/en/colombia/27013-the-guerrilla-groups-in-colombia; 2015
\textsuperscript{21} Spencer 2011 pg. 62.
\textsuperscript{22} Ibid.; Ospina, 2015.
\textsuperscript{23} Ospina 2015; Spencer 2015
monopoly over the legitimate use of force; all basic tenets of legitimacy. In order to stem a majority of the losses and the violence at the time of the initial aid package, the GoC was seeking a peace settlement with the FARC with consolidated state control of only 50-60 percent of Colombian municipalities as contrasted with fully consolidated control over GoC institutions and the political system.

Fast forward to 2015, the GoC is once again in peace talks with the FARC. The GoC has now effectively consolidated control over 85-90 percent of the population and municipalities within Colombia. Though, it should be noted that as much as 30% of the land mass is still outside the hands of GoC control. The paramilitaries have been disbanded for almost 10 years and the people have a high level of confidence in the state and its institutions to provide security, rule of law, and maintain a monopoly on the legitimate use of force. In this context, the FARC is no longer able to compete with the GoC militarily and the murder and kidnapping rates have improved incrementally every year. Additionally, the FARC has now changed its approach to seeking power from primarily violence to one of participation in the political outlets and processes. To be clear, the FARC maintains violence among its active courses of action to pursue power, it just no longer is the primary means.

It is clear that Plan Colombia had a strong hand in supporting the GoC in achieving this transformation. Plan Colombia was critical to the military’s success in that a large part of this aid initially went to support Colombia’s military transformation from a conventional force that
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24 Florez, Raul (COL Colombian Special Forces) in discussion with author April 2015; Isacson, 2015.; and Spencer, 2015.
27 Ibid Isacson, 2015
29 Spencer, 2015.
conducted ad-hoc public order operations to the joint, sophisticated and well-coordinated military specialized in counter insurgency operations that we see today.\textsuperscript{30} One of the major focuses of this initial aid and aid in subsequent years through 2006 was the Plan Colombia\textsuperscript{31} Helicopter Package (PCHP).\textsuperscript{32} This package consisted of a comprehensive equipping, advising, training, and institutional development rotary wing aviation program that if successfully implemented would endow Colombia with a self-contained and self-sustained world class rotary wing aviation capability.\textsuperscript{33}

**Objectives and Scope**

This thesis seeks to address the question of the specific role that the application of the PCHP played in the Colombian political and security transformation between 1999 and today by effecting repeatable outcomes that strengthened the legitimacy of the GoC. To answer this question, first the concept of legitimacy is examined followed by the formulation and analysis of six periods between 1994 and May 2015. In each period, the maturity and application of the PCHP will be examined through the lens of the political and security landscapes in determining its specific impact on strengthening the legitimacy of the GoC. The periods are broken out by level of capability maturity (baseline, crawl, walk, run, glide, and deterrent) and grouped by the presidential administration that the respective levels of maturities fell under. It is noted that in the first three of the six periods examined, only the baseline pre-PCHP capability is available to the armed forces for any legitimacy strengthening outcomes in that the PCHP is either not online or is restricted in use during these periods. These three periods are included in order to establish a


\textsuperscript{32} Florez, 2015; Flores, Rafael (DoD Civilian), in discussion with the author, May 2015; Gonzales 2015; Ormsby, Terrence (DoD Civilian) in discussion with the author, May 2015; Giraldo, 2015.

\textsuperscript{33} Gonzalez, 2015; Flores, 2015; Florez, 2015.
contextual baseline for the later periods in documenting the gradual evolution of the capability and its impacts prior to maturation in effecting legitimacy strengthening outcomes. In this manner, the PCHP impacts can be distinguished from those of legacy rotary aviation capabilities. The thesis almost exclusively focuses only on the FARC as an irregular armed group by name in that the other armed groups in Colombia were much smaller during the time periods examined and only had a marginal effect individually on the security situation in Colombia.

The only other group that may merit mentioning in this one instance is the National Liberation Army (ELN); a left wing group inspired by Marxist ideology that peaked in the mid-late 1990s that receives most of its income from the drug trade and has not been known almost 20 years to be a formidable threat to the GoC of Colombia.34

Per KJ Holsti, states are based on two concepts of legitimacy which include “shared or agreed to political principles and a shared definition of political community.”35 Holsti further characterizes a strong state as having specific measures of legitimacy and breaks down legitimacy as the state both earning moral authority which he refers to as Vertical legitimacy and a state’s political inclusiveness of different identity groups which he refers to as Horizontal legitimacy.36 He further asserts that these elements are supported by specific measures of performance by a state.37 Each of the six periods will be analyzed to assess the impact of the maturing helicopter capability, in the context of the transformation of military strategy and

34 Unric.org “Google Search for background information on FARC and ELN”  
36 Holsti, 1996; Shultz, 2015.
37 Holsti, 1996.
political/security landscapes in the strengthening each of these Holsti legitimacy elements through the lens of these performance measures.

The first period analyzed is referred to as the “Baseline Period” from 1994-1998 where the GoC control over sovereign territory declined but the state also laid out plans to start transforming its security forces and stood up its first counter insurgency purposed Army Aviation Brigade.\(^{38}\) This initial capability in combination with limited Air Force rotary wing aviation assets is considered to be the Colombian counter insurgency rotary wing aviation asset baseline.\(^{39}\) This baseline capability was primarily employed in counter narcotics operations during this period.\(^{40}\)

The second period is referred to as the “Crawl Period” from 1998-2002, in which the GoC initially continued to lose ground against the insurgency; security forces started to adapt to insurgent tactics; planning began for a transformation to a counter insurgency force in the context of a greater counter insurgency strategy; Plan Colombia was initiated; the PCHP was actualized to support exclusively counter narcotics operations; and minimal resourcing of multiple operations to secure major highways, pipeline infrastructure, and insurgency corridors were put in place minimally supported by the baseline legacy Air Force and Army Aviation Brigade rotary wing assets.\(^{41}\) Starting in 1999, under the administration of President Andres Pastrana and in collaboration with the US Southern Command, planning began for US military resourcing in support of Plan Colombia.\(^{42}\) Plan Colombia was President Pastrana’s “Marshall Plan” for a comprehensive revitalization of Colombia to include economic, social, political, and

\(^{38}\) Ospina, 2015.  
\(^{39}\) Gonzales, 2015.  
\(^{40}\) Spencer, 2015; Isacson, 2015.  
\(^{41}\) Spencer, 2015.  
\(^{42}\) Gonzales, 2015
security dimensions. President Pastrana sought foreign aid for his plan and the US was the first country to sign on in substance and would ultimately provide over $9 Billion in aid supporting primarily Plan Colombia between 2000-2014.

A large part of this aid was assigned to the military and close to $500 million went to support the standing up of a world class rotary aviation capability between 2000 and 2001. The reason why so much aid was directed at this capability is that it was identified as critical gap by both the US Southern Command and the Colombian Armed Forces. It was defined as such because this capability was required by the Colombian military to obtain asymmetric military dominance in the context of a new counter insurgency strategy in a geography where rapid ground movement was seriously constrained by the hostile character of the terrain and also where these constraints were being exploited by both narcotics traffickers and a growing insurgency being led by the a left wing Marxist group known as the FARC or Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarias de Colombia. At the time of the initial aid package, the FARC military capability and governance structures were growing in sophistication and they were making advances in forcing the GoC to abandon municipality after municipality. The FARC exploited the hostile terrain as an asymmetric capability in that the government forces, aligned for public order operations were not set up strategically or tactically to effect and or sustain counter insurgency operations let alone operations in areas characterized with hostile terrain. Due to these factors, the FARC might lose a battle one day with government forces but then reclaim the lost territory the next day. In that the GoC forces were not able to effectively counter the FARC

44 Isacson, 2015.
47 Spencer, 2015.
48 Ospina, 2015.
49 Ibid.
insurgency, its escalation led to merchants and other groups funding every day citizens to take up arms in the form of paramilitary organizations. As this occurred, the GoC lost its monopoly over the legitimate use of force, its ability to enforce rule of law on an escalating scale through the end of the term of President Pastrana.\textsuperscript{50} Concurrently, the Colombian military was changing its strategy and tactics to fight a counter insurgency war as opposed to its legacy employment as an extension of the police to address public security.\textsuperscript{51} As stated, the Army was previously organized under a public order operations strategy rather than a full scale counter insurgency strategy and did not have suitable tactics and or resourcing to defeat the insurgents.\textsuperscript{52} Consequently, the FARC was seen and treated as a criminal gang rather than an insurgency through 1998 from the perspective of military operations and strategy.\textsuperscript{53} Unfortunately, this transformation though well planned was not fully resourced and the new structure and its associated target operations to include securing of the highways, remote mobility corridors, infrastructure, and abandoned municipalities could not be close to fully manned or supported as was required in remote areas by the small and immature legacy rotary aviation capability.\textsuperscript{54}

The third period is referred to as the “Walk Period” between 2002-2003, in which the transformation of the military that began under President Pastrana from a public order force to a counter insurgency force, now fully resourced by the administration of Alvaro Uribe gradually came online. The military was able to fully resource its operations through Plan Colombia foreign aid and a popularly received war tax. It then expanded operations to secure major highways, remote insurgent mobility corridors, pipeline infrastructure and began to re-establish a

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{50} Ibid. \\
\textsuperscript{51} Ospina, 2015. \\
\textsuperscript{52} Ibid. \\
\textsuperscript{53} Ibid. \\
\textsuperscript{54} Spencer (2011), 60; Ospina 2015.
\end{flushright}
police and military garrison presence in over 350 municipalities abandoned to the FARC and other irregular armed groups.\textsuperscript{55} It is also during this period, immediately after and in the context of 9/11 that President George Bush authorized National Security Policy Directive-18 (NSPD-18) authorizing US support for Colombian counter insurgency authorizations against the FARC which had been labeled a transnational terrorist group.

The fourth period also under President Uribe is the “Run Period” between 2004-2007 where the Army has fully transformed to a counterinsurgency force and the new counterinsurgency strategy was fully put into action.\textsuperscript{56} This is period where the fully resourced counterinsurgency strategy converged in 2004 with the PCHP coming fully online\textsuperscript{57} and authorized for use in the context of NSPD-18 being fully implemented.\textsuperscript{58} The timing of the convergence of these virtuous outcomes resulted in the achievement of asymmetric dominance by the Colombian military over the FARC on the battlefield in the context of a counter insurgency strategy that required the PCHP capability. It should be noted that asymmetric dominance can only be achieved through strategy and not capability alone.\textsuperscript{59} Asymmetric dominance “when achieved means that one party has a comparatively superior capability advantage over another to the extent that the other party cannot successfully compete and win against this capability advantage.”\textsuperscript{60} Following the acquisition of asymmetric dominance vis a vis the new counterinsurgency strategy, the insurgency rapidly de-escalated. The Colombian military effectively secured the highways, infrastructure, remote mobility corridors, abandoned municipalities and also went on a full offensive against the FARC progressively leading between 2004-2007 to 90%
of all municipalities returning to the control of the GoC.\footnote{Spencer, 2015; Isacson 2015.} These municipalities, roads, infrastructure, and mobility corridors were rapidly secured by coordinated GoC forces (to include the Police) throughout the country with the full support of the Army Aviation Brigade enhanced by the PCHP in the context of the new strategy.\footnote{Spencer, 2015; Florez, 2015; Ospina, 2015; Giraldo, 2015.} The distinguishing aspect of this period was that the Army went on the offensive primarily against the FARC and the paramilitaries as a transformed counter insurgency force with the full support of the Army Aviation Brigade now enhanced by the PCHP.\footnote{Spencer, 2015.}

It is during this period that more than 350 municipalities abandoned under previous GoCs were secured/garrisoned; over 24,000 paramilitary personnel put down their arms; a majority of the highways become effectively secured; the FARC is degraded to the point where it is no longer a military threat; and the people regained solid confidence in the ability of the GoC to exercise consolidated control over a majority of sovereign territory, enforce rule of law, and exercise a monopoly on the legitimate use of force.\footnote{Spencer (2011), 61; Isacson, 2015; Ospina, 2015.} All of these gains effectively led to outcomes that strengthened the legitimacy of the GoC as a measure of performance. As of 2007, the GoC monopoly on the legitimate use of violence, exercise of rule of law, effective internal sovereignty and capacity to govern throughout Colombia reached close to 90\% of all the municipalities.\footnote{Spencer, 2015; Isacson, 2015.} With this expansion in governance, kidnappings, murders and other security indicators dropped to the lowest levels in decades while the economy started grow at a rate of over 4\% per year.\footnote{Ibid.} As of 2007, the FARC no longer presented an existential threat to the GoC of Colombia and was on the run.\footnote{Ospina, 2015.}
The fifth period is referred to as the “Glide Period” from 2007-2010 and represents the final years of the term of President Alvaro Uribe. During this period, with most of the country secure under GoC control, the Colombian security forces evolved into sophisticated, well-oiled, and well-coordinated world-class joint model. Under this model, the Colombian Armed Forces dramatically improved their electronic intelligence sharing and exploitation capability to include foreign intelligence sources which included the United States as well as other unspecified countries in the region.

In order to exploit actionable intelligence, joint command operations centers were stood up that provided commanders with transparent access of ready resources to include aircraft, helicopters, crews, and quick reaction units, so when actionable intelligence was received it could be acted upon rapidly. The military transitioned from full-blown offensives to targeted high visibility and strategic communications friendly counter insurgency operations employing an advanced coordinated joint capability initiated by actionable intelligence. Upon receipt of the actionable intelligence, these operations involved Air Force jets firing precision guided munitions (PGMs) at high value targets to include FARC leaders or resource caches and were followed immediately by air mobility insertions of Colombian Special Forces and National Police to secure the area and document the crime scene. Other types of high visibility targeted operations employing actionable intelligence and helicopters included major hostage rescues such as Operation Jaque. All of these high visibility operations, though making little real difference on the battlefield, were decisive in bringing the momentum of public opinion solidly

---

68 Spencer (2011), 65; Flores, 2015; Ormsby, 2015; Priest 2011
69 Spencer (2011), 65; Priest 2011
70 Flores, 2015; A. Flores, 2015; Ospina, 2015.
71 Ospina, 2015; Priest 2011.
72 Ospina, 2015; Priest 2011
behind the GoC security forces. Concurrently at this time, in the vacuum left by the FARC, the GoC initiated a Consolidation Program that brought GoC ministries and supplies, in many cases transported by helicopter, to the remotest areas of Colombia thus ensured that these previously under served areas received their share of GoC resources which in turn incentivized them to report on any FARC activity effectively also strengthening the legitimacy of the state.

It is during this period that FARC was forced to modify its violent approach to securing power, transitioning from semi-regular mobile warfare to low level guerilla warfare and terrorism as over 30 high level FARC operatives were killed or captured through coordinated exploitation of actionable intelligence; major high visibility and highly publicized hostage rescues took place; and the FARC was continuously humiliated through pin-point intelligence based military operations against them.

The final period analyzed is referred to as the “Deterrent Period” from 2010-Present (May 2015) represents the first five years of the administration of President Juan Manuel Santos. During this current period, President Santos has strategized to consolidate the gains of the 2000-2010 and actualize a comprehensive peace settlement with the FARC from a position of significant strength. The FARC accepted his overtures and the peace process negotiations begin in earnest in 2012. The Colombian security forces continue to evolve and perfect their coordinated operational models employing state of the art technology. The Colombian armed forces also continue to improve their electronic intelligence sharing and exploitation capability to include foreign intelligence sources. Actionable intelligence continues to be exploited through

73 Ospina, 2015.
74 Ibid.
75 Priest, 2011, Spencer, 2015
77 Ospina, 2015.
78 Priest, 2011.
joint command operations centers that provided commanders with transparent access of ready resources to include aircraft, helicopters, crews, and quick reaction units; so, when actionable intelligence was received it is acted upon rapidly.\textsuperscript{79} Over time, the reach and accuracy of these operations became a deterrent for the FARC in that anywhere they hid, they were likely to be reported and also be within an hour’s reach of the Colombian military.\textsuperscript{80} Under this constraint, more and more FARC gradually demobilized with many deserting to criminal gangs known as the Bacrim.\textsuperscript{81} Additionally, the FARC gave up on violence as their primary means of securing power and started to seek power through the political process while still employing violence.\textsuperscript{82} So, as the FARC reduced in numbers, these gangs grew and continue to grow.\textsuperscript{83} These gangs have two main industries from which they are resourced which include precious metals mining and cocaine.\textsuperscript{84} It should also be noted they also make money from extorting legal businesses.\textsuperscript{85} In some instances they partner with the FARC and other guerilla groups while in most others they are independent enterprises.\textsuperscript{86} These enterprises as of 2010 have surpassed the FARC as the main threat to Colombian security though they are strictly criminal and do not represent a counter insurgency.\textsuperscript{87} In this context, the FARC came to the peace table in November 2012 and has remained at the peace table.

The key difference between this period and the Run Period is that this sophisticated capability has now become a deterrent for the FARC in that there is no place within Colombia

\textsuperscript{79} Flores, Alvaro (Chief Warrant Officer 4 United States Army), in discussion with the author, April 2015; Ospina, 2015.
\textsuperscript{80} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{81} BBC, 2015.
\textsuperscript{82} Ospina, 2015.
\textsuperscript{83} BBC, 2015.
\textsuperscript{84} Isacson, 2015.
\textsuperscript{85} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{86} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{87} BBC, 2015; Spencer, 2015.
that they cannot be reached, killed or captured within an hour as individuals, let alone as a formation.\textsuperscript{88} Over 40 high level FARC operatives have been killed or captured through coordinated exploitation of actionable intelligence since 2010.\textsuperscript{89}

In conclusion, it is clear that the gains made by the Colombian military in its capacity to govern, exercise of rule of law, its internal sovereignty and its monopoly on the legitimate violence in 40% of its municipalities strengthened its legitimacy. It is also clear from Figure 2 below that the insurgency de-escalation started and major gains were made only when the Colombian military achieved asymmetric dominance over the FARC.\textsuperscript{90} This dominance could not have occurred without the full scale online employment of the PCHP in the context of the counter insurgency strategy which gave the Colombian military a sustained capability to reach any point in their country, regardless of the terrain, within an hour on a massive scale and then sustain operations at that point for an unlimited period of time.

FIGURE 2. The Evolution of the Colombian Insurgency in the Context of the Employment of the PCHP

\textsuperscript{88} Ospina, 2015.
\textsuperscript{89} Priest, 2011.
\textsuperscript{90} Ospina, 2015.
DEFINING LEGITIMACY

KJ Holsti in his book “The State, War, and the State of War” asserts that the main cause of conflict today “is an outcome of ‘domestic polices’ and the nature of the political community within the state—to put it another way—a lack of political community.”91 In this context, he further asserts that there is a legitimacy crisis when the state and its tenet political communities are bifurcated.92 In the event of Colombia, this would translate into the state and the irregular armed groups within the state during the examined period to include the FARC, the paramilitary organizations, and other smaller armed groups in that they lack Holsti’s two concepts of legitimacy to include “shared or agreed to political principles and a shared definition of political community.”93

Holsti further goes on to assert that “measures of a successful state include the capacity and right to govern; the capacity to extract resources necessary to provide services; the capacity to maintain internal sovereignty; the capacity to maintain a monopoly over the legitimate use of force; the capacity exercise of force within the rule of law; and the capacity to govern within a consensus based political community.”94 By meeting these measures successfully, Holsti asserts that a state can achieve both Vertical and Horizontal legitimacy. Per Holsti, “Vertical legitimacy is concerned with authority, consent and loyalty to the political base of the state and its institutions and can be derived from the moral authority granted by the population of the state to its leaders.”95 Horizontal legitimacy on the other hand is concerned with a “shared sense of community” in that all groups within the state feel part of the state.96 Each of the six periods

---

91 Holsti, 1996; Shultz, 2015.
92 Ibid
93 Ibid
94 Holsti, 1996; Shultz, 2015.
95 Holsti, 1996.
96 Ibid.
delineated will be examined to determine in the final analysis whether or not the GoC’s performance in respect to these measures was strengthened by the outcomes of PHCP applications in the context of each of the legitimacy measures that lead to a successful state characterized with both Vertical and Horizontal legitimacy.

**PRIMARY SOURCE/LITERATURE REVIEW**

**I. Baseline Period (1994-1998; The Administration of President Samper)**

**A. Political and Security Landscape**

The Samper presidency started with accusations from the Andres Pastrana team that the campaign had been financed by the Cali Cartel, during the 1994 election between Pastrana and President Samper.97 Two audiotapes were provided as proof.98 This accusation set the stage for Samper pouring resources and focus into counter narcotics operations for the balance of his term and this distraction would provide a vacuum for the counter insurgency to flourish.99 His connection to the Cali cartel “resulted in a judicial investigation in 1995 known as Process 8,000.”100 Given the ample evidence, the US government suspended his visa and threatened decertification and defunding of support for drug interdiction programs.101

Samper believed that Colombia’s security problems were rooted in social issues.102 In response to this belief, he created plan “Social Leap.”103 He believed that there were two main core issues: impunity and poverty.104

---

97 Spencer (2011), 12.
98 Ibid.
99 Spencer, 2015.
100 Spencer (2011), 13.
101 Ibid., 12.
102 Ibid., 13.
103 Ibid., 14.
104 Ibid., 14.
In respect to impunity, he wanted the GoC to sign on to international conventions on human rights and apply International Humanitarian Law standards in the courts.\textsuperscript{105} He had a special focus on the security forces respecting human rights. In respect to his social agenda, he wanted to engender a Colombian citizenry who possessed the characteristics of economic productivity, dedication to fellow Colombians, political involvement, political tolerance, respect for human rights, respect for the environment, and enhanced pride in being Colombian.\textsuperscript{106} This dream, in effect, would create a peaceful Colombia. As a starting point, he wanted to more evenly distribute the wealth to all Colombians, so he substantially expanded social welfare programs.\textsuperscript{107} He did this by creating multiple programs and doubling the GDP expenditure in this arena.\textsuperscript{108} So, by addressing both impunity and social issues, Samper’s “Social Leap” was a peace proposal absent any grand strategy to combat guerillas and or narcotics traffickers.\textsuperscript{109}

In order to negotiate a peace deal under his plan, Samper created the High Commissioner of Peace cabinet position to negotiate a transition of the armed groups into civil society but at the same time sought to strengthen the military and in particular the police in that he believed that strength of force was a necessary ingredient for successful negotiations.\textsuperscript{110} Samper proposed setting up a demilitarized zone under which “negotiations could take place with the FARC.”\textsuperscript{111} The zone was not supported by the military and Samper quickly discovered that it truly was not supported the FARC because it had no incentive to further the peace process in that their position was continually strengthening with multiple victories over GoC forces.\textsuperscript{112} It remains a question
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whether or not the FARC was serious in coming to an agreement from the onset of negotiations which were initiated by the GoC.\textsuperscript{113}

In respect to the National Police, Samper focused on further professionalizing the force as well as intelligence gathering, planning and internal controls.\textsuperscript{114} To this end, over 10,000 Police were fired for various reasons; education and training was enhanced; the intelligence service was strengthened to the point that it “became fundamental pillar of success against the criminal groups”; and the police aviation capability was enhanced to give it greater access to the total geography of the country.\textsuperscript{115} Supporting these efforts, 18 UH-1H helicopters were given to the Police by the US Department of State and an aviation school for the National Police was set up in Mariquita.\textsuperscript{116} The National Police “acquired the capability to carry out electronic intelligence” and the US military, DEA, and FBI also played a pivotal in strengthening a full range of intelligence capabilities.\textsuperscript{117} The National Police force was also augmented by about 8,600 officers accounting for the 10,000 that were fired from the onset, bringing the police to an end strength of approximately 103,000.\textsuperscript{118} The goal of this increase was to increase coverage, governance, and rule of law across the country as well take down the cartels.\textsuperscript{119} Though these moves professionalized and expanded the National Police footprint, over 150 municipalities were still lost to guerilla control during Samper’s term without a national strategy to effectively go after them.\textsuperscript{120}
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Given the lack of focus by Samper on meeting the needs of the military or creating a comprehensive strategy that took into account the guerillas, the military forces took matters into their own hands and developed four objectives that would later become part of the basis for a portion of Plan Colombia. These included improving the relationship of the armed forces with the population; acting against irregular armed groups (guerilla groups, paramilitaries, and the cartels); assuming an offensive posture; and modernizing/reorganizing the security forces. These goals would have to wait to be actualized in that Samper used the military primarily to take on the cartels including the Cali cartel which had caused many political issues for him throughout his term as president. This discrepancy illustrated differing points of view between the GoC and the Colombian Armed Forces in terms of military priorities during this period.

In terms of application of the military against the cartels absent any substantial rotary aviation capability, the military formed Joint Task Force South (JTF South) which “was dominated by the Army” but also included the Air Force and Navy. The Army saw this new focus as a window to their four point plan as well as grounds for expanding US assistance to fighting guerillas because of the “intimate link between drug trafficking” and the FARC. This approach ultimately did gain the endorsement of the US Southern Command Commander, General Charles Wilhelm in 1998 who testified before Congress that the Colombian Military needed support to combat the FARC as part of combatting drug trafficking.

Between 1995 and 1998, absent US assistance to fight the FARC but with it to go after the cartels, JTF South was very successful in coordinating an interagency approach with the
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National Police in attacking drug, eliminating drug crops and ending the Cali Cartel\textsuperscript{128} but failed to make any gains against the FARC as the FARC increased its number and intensity of attacks.\textsuperscript{129} It should be noted that the National Police represented the main effort in effecting these successes.\textsuperscript{130} During these operations, police helicopters were used as armed escorts for the crop sprayers but not in any offensive capacity against guerilla groups such as the FARC.\textsuperscript{131}

With the failure of the GoC to develop and employ an effective strategy against the guerilla groups, in that no strategy to fight the guerillas had been fully developed, the FARC grew from 9,500 in 1994 to 11,300 in 1998, and the paramilitaries, born out of a demand to fight the FARC and other armed groups that the military was not meeting, grew from 2,100 to 4,500.\textsuperscript{132} By the middle of Samper’s term on 30 August of 1996, the FARC was able to carry out 26 concurrent attacks across Colombia.\textsuperscript{133} Following this multi-location attack, many police stations in over 150 municipalities were gradually evacuated surrendering these towns to FARC control.\textsuperscript{134} Additionally, the military was being continuously humiliated and the FARC appeared to be untouchable to the average citizen.\textsuperscript{135} This aura of superiority culminated close to the end of Samper’s term with a 30 concurrent attack offensive executed by the FARC on 4 August 1998 with the stated goal of achieving belligerent status by taking GoC hostages for an eventual prison exchange.\textsuperscript{136} This status would allow the FARC official relationships with foreign governments as well as the ability to “openly import weapons and equipment.”\textsuperscript{137}
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Paramilitaries, born out of demand for security created by the FARC’s successes and the GoC’s failures to pacify them, grew from approximately 2,100 in 1994 to almost 4,500 in 1998. These paramilitaries were reputed for alleged complicity with the Colombian armed forces in carrying out operations as well as extrajudicial killings and human rights abuses. In April of 1997, many of the paramilitaries united under the banner of the United Self Defense Forces of Colombia (AUC) following the ideology that the state had abdicated its role of governing by proving itself incapable of providing security to its citizens against the guerrillas.

At the end of his term, Samper had less than a 30% approval rating; the FARC had made significant gains in terms of status, credibility and momentum; hundreds of municipalities were lost to guerilla control; the armed forces and police had lost considerable credibility facing considerable defeats; and every day citizens were increasingly being sponsored to join the ranks of the paramilitaries out of loss of confidence by the citizens, merchants and other groups in the state to protect them. These losses reflected declines in respect to the GoC’s monopoly of the legitimate use of force, internal sovereignty, and its capacity to govern; all measurements of legitimacy.

B. Application of Rotary Aviation Capability in the Context of the Political/Security Landscape

During the term of Ernesto Samper from 1994-1998, Colombia’s rotary aviation capability was quite primitive. At the beginning of his term in 1994, the Air Force was the only service with a semblance of any capability. However, their equipment lacked any institutionalized and or fully professionalized support in terms of supply pipelines in terms of
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both parts and personnel as well as maintenance capabilities.\textsuperscript{142} The pilot training school in
Melgar only offered a very basic course of instruction with the training for the more advanced helicopters such as the UH-60As and the AH-60Ls held at Fort Rucker in the US.\textsuperscript{143}
Additionally, there were no schools or institutions to train maintainers nor was there sufficient institutional infrastructure to maintain and perform major upgrades and repairs on the helicopters.\textsuperscript{144}

In general, the armed forces were lacking in terms of an equipment modernization program; they did not have enough troops to provide coverage for the whole country and the military had very few helicopters and trained pilots which limited their capability to conduct concurrent operations throughout the country; much of which required helicopters for expedient access and extraction.\textsuperscript{145} These problems were further compounded by the absence of interoperability between aviation and ground communication systems, so any aviation requests (even with aircraft overhead) would have to be funneled through a third party generating a range of “shoot from the hip” land to air signals.\textsuperscript{146} In order to partially address the issue of demand for more helicopters, an Army Aviation Brigade (the initial Army rotary wing counter insurgency capability) was stood up in 1995 and an order was placed for 8 UH-60L Black Hawks and 10 MI-17s.\textsuperscript{147} The UH-60s were ordered for the primary purpose of transportation of troops but would also be used for limited door gunner Close Air Support (CAS) and the 10 MI17s were ordered for transportation of troops.\textsuperscript{148} To be clear, the UH-60 CAS was to take the secondary
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form of a door gunner in that the Air Force had been given responsibility for CAS operations.\textsuperscript{149} Approximately 30 pilots for the Blackhawks were trained at Fort Rucker, Alabama thus initiating a close aviation relationship between the US and Colombian Armies.\textsuperscript{150}

**Figure 3. Baseline Period Counter Insurgency Rotary Wing Aviation Assets**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Capability</th>
<th>Army</th>
<th>Air Force</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AH-60L</td>
<td>CAS</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UH-60L</td>
<td>Transport/CAS</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UH-60A</td>
<td>Transport/CAS</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI-17</td>
<td>Transport</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UH-1N-212</td>
<td>CAS</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huey II</td>
<td>Escort</td>
<td></td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The use of Air Force rotary wing assets (Figure 3) was focused on the JTF South counter narcotics mission. These assets appear to have been used primarily to transport troops (8 UH-60Ls), provide close air support/command and control (8 UH60As and 19 Huey IIs) and provide training (12 Bell 206s).\textsuperscript{151}

The Army assets (Figure 5) do not appear to have been employed in any significant manner either to combat drug trafficking and or the guerillas from the FARC or other armed groups. However, they were used on a limited basis during in late 1997 and 1998 in conjunction with a number of rental helicopters from other countries to transport troops to remote areas of the country in reaction to increasing number FARC offensives.\textsuperscript{152}
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Additionally, 18 Huey-IIs given to the Police by the US Department of State (not listed in Figure 2) were employed strictly as armed escorts for the drug crop sprayers.\textsuperscript{153}

**C. Results of the Application of Rotary Wing Aviation Capabilities in Strengthening the Legitimacy of the GoC**

In light of all of the staggering military and police losses to FARC and the legitimacy losses as represented by the standing up of the paramilitaries, the only major gain in respect to legitimacy made by the Samper regime was that of taking on the Cali Cartel in 1995 and its offspring the Coast Cartel in 1998.\textsuperscript{154} Though intelligence gathering and police/military security operations to destroy the labs and capture key cartel figures were mainstay of these gains, rotary wing aviation assets did play a repeatable role in giving both the police and the military mobility to move assets over hostile terrain to carry out these operations as well as secure crop elimination efforts.\textsuperscript{155} This repeatable role, in the opinion of the primary sources interviewed, facilitated the counter narcotics operations throughout Colombia culminating in 42,000 hectares sprayed and the capture of the Cali and Coastal Cartel key operatives giving Samper at least one win by the end of his term that contributed to a modicum of gain of confidence by the people in the GoC.\textsuperscript{156} If no rotary wing aviation assets were present, it is questionable whether or not the Coast Cartel would have been eliminated within the confines of Samper’s term and crop spraying efforts would have covered as much ground.\textsuperscript{157}
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During this pre-PHCP period, it is noted that the baseline rotary aviation capability did nothing to strengthen Holsti’s five measures of a successful state in respect to the GoC. During this period, it is clear that the GoC’s capacity to govern and its internal sovereignty were degraded with the loss of 150+ municipalities. Its capacity to maintain a monopoly over the legitimate use of force and to exercise force within the rule of law were also degraded by the loss of the municipalities to the FARC and by the growth of the paramilitaries during this period. The growth of these irregular armed groups that occurred during this period clearly signaled that the already fractured consensus based political community was fracturing more and more.

II. Crawl Period (1998-2002; The Administration of President Andres Pastrana)

A. Crawl Period Security and Political Landscape

In advance of the 1998 run-off election, the Pastrana campaign sent out representatives to meet with the FARC to better understand their amenability for a new attempt at the peace process.158 Talks at the time were seen as important to the government addressing social and security deficiencies that were undermining its capacity to govern, exercise internal sovereignty and maintain a monopoly on the legitimate use of force throughout the country; all measurements of legitimacy. Based on a favorable response, as part of his campaign, President Pastrana publically offered to directly meet with the FARC in the jungle and a picture was publicized showing the FARC leader wearing a Pastrana T-shirt.159 This publicity effort gave President Pastrana the edge he needed and he won the run-off election with 50.4% of the vote (50%+1 was needed).160
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President Pastrana outlined his vision for the Peace process shortly before the run-off in 1998.\textsuperscript{161} His proposal included a de-militarized zone for the FARC in order that “negotiations could be conducted without the fear of an attack”; the opening of all subjects of concern to the FARC to negotiation; the employment of the international community as an observer/monitor for the negotiations; a GoC offensive against the paramilitaries; and the strengthening of the rule of law throughout the country.\textsuperscript{162} President Pastrana, not unlike Samper and other predecessors, felt that poverty and social issues led to the violence and that the negotiations would help pin point specifics to be addressed.\textsuperscript{163} His successor program to Samper’s “Social Leap” was known as “Change to Build Peace.”\textsuperscript{164}

This new plan placed the military and police initially in a defensive posture with their efforts focused on working together and with other GoC agencies to “control public order and combat criminal activity.”\textsuperscript{165} The “main effort” of “Change to Build Peace” would be the role of the Office of the High Peace Commissioner which would forge a peace deal “through discussions and negotiations.”\textsuperscript{166} Also, like Samper, President Pastrana believed that having strong hand in terms of security would be beneficial for any peace settlement but different from his predecessors, President Pastrana wanted a back-up plan to impose peace in the event that the peace talks failed to bear fruit.\textsuperscript{167} In a sense, President Pastrana was playing a double game to incentivize the FARC to stay at the table and also advance the Holsti measures of legitimacy.\textsuperscript{168}
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In order to facilitate the peace option, President Pastrana established the promised demilitarized zone (See Figure 4) in November of 1998. The area was 42,000 square kilometers in size and included five municipalities. The police and GoC were supposed to remain following the departure of the military but the FARC decided to test President Pastrana and immediately forced these organizations out once the zone established. President Pastrana folded on this grab for power by the FARC which resulted in creating tension between the High Commissioner of Peace and the military.

**Figure 4. The FARC Demilitarized Zone (DMZ)**

In order to facilitate the second option, President Pastrana ordered the military to recover “state presence in all areas that had been abandoned” and to professionalize the military “by replacing all conscripts with an equal number of professional troops.” This mandate resulted in the growth of the professional Army from 22,800 in 1994 to 56,200 in 1998 without any increase in end strength. Though there are conflicting numbers available, the no-net or small increase aspect of Pastrana’s plan did not go very well. During Pastrana’s presidency from 1998-2002, the FARC grew from 11,300 to 16,300 and, arguably, more troubling from the perspective of state...
legitimacy, the paramilitaries grew from 4,500 in 1998 to 12,200.\textsuperscript{174} Both the FARC and the paramilitaries grew in the context of the growing success of the FARC and the inability of the military to curb their advances.\textsuperscript{175} These trends between 1998 and 2002 led to troubling indicators which included a 25 percent increase in kidnappings (23,000 to 28,000), a 10 percent growth in kidnappings (2,600 to 2,900), more than 350 democratically mayors forced out of office primarily by the FARC, and 16 percent of all municipalities abandoned by the police under fear of attack primarily by the FARC.\textsuperscript{176} The total number of municipalities abandoned by the end of President Pastrana’s term represented close to half of the municipalities in all of Colombia.\textsuperscript{177}

In the context of these immense losses, there is a silver lining in that the military started to recover its reputation by winning battles against the FARC during the Presidency of Andres Pastrana. This recovery started almost immediately prior to the inauguration of the DMZ in November of 1998 with a flagrant FARC attack on the department capital of Mitu.\textsuperscript{178} It was in the southern-most part of the country and un-reachable by the Air Force without refueling.\textsuperscript{179} So, the military outsmarted the FARC and launched a rescue operation from Brazil which took the FARC by surprise and effected a rescue of the municipality within a couple of days of the FARC invasion inflicting heavy FARC casualties.\textsuperscript{180}

The military had entered a phase of self-analysis where by it transformed from a public order force to a counter insurgency force.\textsuperscript{181} The resulting new counter insurgency strategy and
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posture initially formulated in 1998 ensured that every deployed unit could quickly receive air and or ground support.\textsuperscript{182} This change, though not fully implemented, led to multiple victories against significant FARC offensives through 1999.\textsuperscript{183} Starting in November of 2000, the military went on the offensive against the FARC.\textsuperscript{184} With this turn around, the people of the Colombia began to believe that the Army could actually take on the FARC and military earned a 72 percent approval rating that year.\textsuperscript{185} It should be noted that the legacy assets from the Army Aviation Brigade supported many of these early counter insurgency operations in coordination with Air Force assets.\textsuperscript{186} There was a degree of disagreement regarding whether or not the Air Force truly played a role in the early counter insurgency operations. Many in the Army believed that the Air Force helicopters did not play much of a role in that their attack helicopters, the Arpias, flew at an altitude of almost 3,000 feet and could not be easily seen or heard overhead as compared to the Army helicopters which could be seen and heard but with door gunner CAS that was much less lethal.\textsuperscript{187}

In order to adapt, carry out offensive and quick response operations as well as secure infrastructure and the roads, several special units were created and the military forces developed a counter-FARC offensive posture between 2000-2002.\textsuperscript{188} First, a rapid deployment force was created known as the FUDRA (Fuerza de Despliegue Rapida).\textsuperscript{189} It was a unified command with three mobile brigades and the Special Forces brigades.\textsuperscript{190} It was located with the Army Aviation Brigade in order to facilitate rapid mobility to anywhere in the country (using baseline assets
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Second, seven motorized infantry companies were deployed to secure all of the major highways. This was known as Plan Meteoro. In alignment with the new strategy, these companies would have in theory access to quick response ground and air (baseline rotary aviation) support if attacked. Third, special units were deployed to protect the Cano-Limon-Covenas pipeline. These units would ultimately include organic helicopter assets. Lastly, a high mountain battalion was deployed to the Sumapaz area, which was a “key mobility corridor through which the FARC approached Bogata from their strongholds in Southern Colombia.”

In respect to setting up the Counter-FARC offensive force posture, each of the Army divisions was asked to identify within their jurisdiction, key FARC base areas and mobility corridors against which they would conduct offensive operations. Due to lack of sufficient resourcing as a result of budget priorities, this strategic offensive approach (just like the defensive one), though sound, had limited success under President Pastrana.

Furthermore, in order to enhance the credibility and legitimacy of the security forces, President Pastrana ordered all security forces and associated institutions to sever all ties to and attack the paramilitaries as criminals. This order had been part of President’s Pastrana’s strategy from the outset. The rise of the paramilitaries had caused a double problem for Colombia in that the growth of these groups represented a lack of confidence by groups of Colombian citizens in the GoC to secure the country and at the same time undermined the
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legitimacy of the GoC in the eyes of many Colombians and the international community due to their known human rights abuses and alleged complicity with both the military and police.202 This order to sever ties started an indefinite and incremental process by which the military continued to improve on its human rights performance.203

Encapsulating both the Peace and Security efforts as well as many others was President Pastrana’s Marshall Plan for Colombia, known as Plan Colombia.204 It should be noted that though modeled on the Marshall Plan, the initial Plan Colombia concept was authored by the Government of Colombia.205 Later, the official Plan Colombia document included significant US input.206 Though the degree of US versus Colombia content is not clear, it is clear that it was written in part to convince the US Congress to support Colombia.207 The plan, initially designed to effect social programs in support of the peace process, quickly morphed into a security-centered plan in the context of a continuously deteriorating security situation. Of the ten elements, there were three that referenced enhancing security:

1. A defense strategy to restructure and modernize the armed forces and the police to restore rule of law and provide security throughout the country, combat organized crime/armed groups, and protect and promote human rights.208

2. A counter-narcotics strategy in partnership with other countries to attack the entire chain of drug trafficking activity, from harvesting to production to money laundering, and to stop the flow of drug money to the insurgents and armed groups.209
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3. An international strategy to obtain the moral and materiel support of the international community for the counter-narcotics strategy and the peace process with the guerillas.\textsuperscript{210}

In late 1999, President Pastrana sent his Minister of Defense Luis Fernando Ramirez to request US funding support.\textsuperscript{211} The road to the funding support had started in the final year of the Samper administration with the testimony of the US Southern Command Commander, General Charles Wilhelm before Congress advocating for greater US aid for the Colombian military.\textsuperscript{212} General Wilhelm was concerned about the many defeats that he witnessed under the Samper administration and, in this context, he approached the Colombian Army about creating a Counter Narcotics (CN) battalion.\textsuperscript{213} This battalion was to be modeled after the US infantry air mobile battalion with the requisite firepower to defeat typical FARC hit and run attacks on Colombian units.\textsuperscript{214} This model was quickly favored by the Colombian Army, except they wanted to designate it as a brigade, and planning and training began in 1999 with money diverted from approved counter narcotic assistance funds.\textsuperscript{215} The resulting CN plan was a six-year Colombian led, US supported counter-narcotics plan.\textsuperscript{216} This plan was characterized by three two-year phases that began in the South of the country in the localities of Caqueta and Putumayo.\textsuperscript{217} The first of four CN battalions to be created were quickly set up and initial operations were carried out in Putumayo as early as late 1999 without any air mobility support.\textsuperscript{218} In order to fill this gap and quickly augment Colombian Army aviation assets, the US acquired 18 UH-1N helicopters
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from Canada and gave them to this new CN battalion.\textsuperscript{219} The technical angle of leveraging and indulging the US primary concern of counter narcotics was further leveraged in the context of this data centric fact based pre-established Colombian Army narrative that the guerrillas and the drug trade were inextricably linked, so to effectively go after the narcotics, the approach needed to be comprehensive in going after both.\textsuperscript{220} It should be noted that this narrative was not really accepted by the US until 2003 although it was abundantly clear in 1999.\textsuperscript{221} The Clinton administration argued that there was a clear line between narcotics and FARC and that US assets would not go after FARC unless there was clear evidence of individual FARC front involvement in drug trafficking, and then only if the FARC happened to be in a drug trafficking target such as a lab or coca fields.\textsuperscript{222} Under these constraints, the Clinton administration was able to sell the $860M aid package to Congress not just as a CN package but as total package in support of Plan Colombia. Due to the limitations imposed by the Clinton administration, all US financed military assets were handcuffed from being used in counter insurgency operations through March of 2003 in that the US Government was hesitant to become involved in Colombia’s counter insurgency.\textsuperscript{223}

The aid package had some strings attached that brought to bear the alleged relationship between the Colombian military and paramilitary groups known for flagrant and significant human rights abuses.\textsuperscript{224} Under provisions of the Leahy Amendment, US military assistance could not be given to military units suspected of committing human rights abuses.\textsuperscript{225} These provisions complicated and held up transfer of the aid, so President Clinton issued an executive waiver
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under the pre-tense of national security necessity.\textsuperscript{226} Consequently, members and units from the Colombian military who were simply accused of human rights abuses were individually taken off line, investigated, and either allowed to go back on-line with US funding or decertified.\textsuperscript{227} Substantiation of the accusations was not required for this process to take place.\textsuperscript{228}

The aid package did also come with a management team. Though most of the aid would be going to the military, some of it would be employed to support social and State Department development programs within Plan Colombia. To ensure effective adjudication of the aid, an executive committee was formed to provide guidance, focus executive branch efforts, and resolve supporting agency issues.\textsuperscript{229} Further an inter-agency task force was set up to implement the policy and this task force “shepherded the process from legislative approval through acquisition and implementation plans.”\textsuperscript{230} Additionally, an inter-agency execution cell was sent to Colombia.\textsuperscript{231} This cell worked closely with the GoC and the US Southern Command J-5 strategic planning staff.\textsuperscript{232} It was this staff that helped shape the plans for the PCHP.\textsuperscript{233}

It was decided that execution would include the expansion of the CN Battalion to a brigade and that the relatively new Army Aviation Brigade would be expanded to support transportation requirements for the brigade in addition to its support of the FUDRAs.\textsuperscript{234} Activated on 8 December 2002, this new CN Brigade in augmentation by the Army Aviation Brigade was
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assigned to JTF South the Tres Esquinas base in Putumayo and started conducting operations as early as January 2003.\textsuperscript{235}

The expansion of the Army Aviation Brigade had an initial budget of approximately $500 million of the initial $860 million in aid from the US and took the form of the PCHP which represented a comprehensive military rotary aviation capability to include equipment, training institutions, and a national logistics pipeline.\textsuperscript{236} This initial augmentation included 13 UH-60Ls, 25 Huey IIs, and an additional 15 UH-1Ns in terms of helicopters, a contract to set up a logistics pipeline, and additional contracts to set up a flight school in Melgar and three specialized schools that focused on maintenance and logistics support located in Madrid, Fusagasuga and Tolemaida.\textsuperscript{237} Concurrently, as part of PCHP, the US Department of Defense started to train Colombian pilots, crew chiefs, and mechanics in the US, primarily at the US Army Aviation School at Fort Rucker, Alabama.\textsuperscript{238} The aircraft arrived between 2000 and 2002 and the schools were also set up concurrently during the same period with the first classes graduating in 2002.\textsuperscript{239} While the training pipeline was being filled, the US provided contract pilots and hired the contractor DynCorps to implement a logistics pipeline (a supply system to provide rotary aviation parts, fuel, and other supplies) in support of the aviation brigade as well as provide maintenance on all of the US financed helicopters.\textsuperscript{240} Concurrently, under a separate package, the National Police received 2 UH-60s and 12 Huey IIs.\textsuperscript{241}

The initial execution of Plan Colombia in respect to supporting the drug eradication program was very successful with close to 300,000 hectares of coca sprayed between 1999-
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Starting in 2001, Colombia’s national coca crop output finally started to drop with the total crop area being reduced by as much as 30 percent in 2002.\textsuperscript{243}

B. Application of the Rotary Wing Capability in the Context of the Political/Security Landscape

During the term of President Andres Pastrana from 1998-2002, Colombia’s organic rotary aviation capability first initiated in 1997 under President Samper was enhanced by the PCHP (estimated to be initially valued at approximately $500 million), which laid the groundwork to give Colombian military ultimately a sophisticated, complete and self-contained rotary aviation capability to include equipment, a logistics pipeline, and world class training institutions.\textsuperscript{244} In terms of the equipping assets, the Army and police were the only beneficiaries in terms of gaining operational assets between 1998-2002. The Army gained an additional 13 UH-60Ls (for transport, armed escort and CAS for anti-narcotics missions), 31 UH-1Ns for transport, and 25 Huey IIs (for armed escort and CAS in anti-narcotics missions). The Air Force gained approximately 5 AH-60Ls.\textsuperscript{245} Totals are reflected in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Crawl Period Counter Insurgency Rotary Wing Aviation Assets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AH-60L</td>
<td>CAS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UH-60L</td>
<td>Transport/CAS</td>
<td></td>
<td>21 Total</td>
<td>-8 Legacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13 PCHP</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UH-60A</td>
<td>Transport/CAS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI-17</td>
<td>Transport</td>
<td></td>
<td>18 Legacy</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UH-1N-212</td>
<td>CAS</td>
<td></td>
<td>31 PCHP</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huey II</td>
<td>Escort</td>
<td></td>
<td>25 PCHP</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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In respect to training and sustainment, all of the services benefited. Plan Colombia funding and planning led to a nation-wide rotary wing logistics pipeline and the standing up of world class training institutions for pilots, crews, and maintainers. The police retained their pilot school at Mariquita and the Air Force with the assistance of the US enhanced the capacity of the existing pilot training school at Melgar (known as the CACOM 4 airbase) for all of the military services. With the school, they received 9 OH-58s and 14 UH-1Hs for training. In respect maintenance and crew training, three schools were set up by the Army to include one for crew maintenance training at Tolemaida, one for engine maintenance at Madrid, and one for advanced avionics at Fusagasuga.

These schools were staffed by DynCorps and supported by the US Army Technical Assistance Field Teams (TAFT) teams of U.S. DoD personnel deployed on Permanent Change of Station status, normally for one year or longer, to a foreign country to provide technical assistance and training to foreign military personnel in the operation, maintenance, and employment of specific equipment, technology, weapons, supporting systems, or in other special skills related to military functions. The role of the TAFTs was to provide program oversight of Colombian Army Aviation Brigade/Aviation Battalion operations in order to train and assist the Colombian Army in advanced aviation tactical planning and techniques as well as provide program oversight of the US financed Plan Colombia fleet in the sustainment of aircraft management and flow, maintenance, aircrew standardization and safety. Additionally, there was a personnel cap that limited the total number of US personnel that could be in Colombia at
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any given time consisting of 800 military and 600 contractors.\textsuperscript{251} The footprint initially
supporting the aviation program was 256 US Department of Defense (DoD) contractors and 344
US Department of State (DoS) contractors all 600 part of Plan Colombia.\textsuperscript{252}

The Army Aviation Brigade stood up under the Samper administration in 1997 was
finally put to work as well as augmented with the PCHP in respect to counter narcotics
operations but the legacy brigade stood on its own when it came to just about anything else.\textsuperscript{253} It
is unclear whether or not these legacy helicopters received the same level of support as the PCHP
helicopters at this time.\textsuperscript{254}

Initially, the US financed helicopters from both the police and the Army Aviation
Brigade were not allowed to be employed for counter insurgency operations and restricted
exclusively to the domain of pure counter narcotics operations supporting the CN brigade.\textsuperscript{255}
Many of the missions were approved on a case-by-case basis by the embassy staff based on
limited discretion in the context of guidance provided from Washington because of the confusion
involved with Armed Groups being involved in drug trafficking.\textsuperscript{256} Catalyzing an incremental
change in policy, there was an incident on 15 July 2000 where several policemen wounded in a
FARC attack, died that could have lived had US financed helicopters been allowed to evacuate
these policemen.\textsuperscript{257} This incident stung in that there was a similar incident in the late 1990s
where a police garrison under attack called in helicopter support but it was not possible to
provide it due to altitude limitations and as a result several policemen were injured or killed.\textsuperscript{258}
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General Carlos Ospina, later to become Commander of the Colombian Armed Forced under President Uribe explained that he was temporarily relieved by President Pastrana for providing the bad news to then Governor Uribe. Based on outcry generated by these incidents, the authority to use of US financed helicopters was incrementally expanded to include humanitarian support and the rescue of municipalities attacked by any armed group. Two weeks after the catalyzing incident, the FARC attacked the municipality of Arboleda, Caldas. In this instance, US financed helicopters were sent in and successfully rescued the police garrison.

Additionally, starting late in President Pastrana’s term, legacy rotary aviation assets (non-US financed) from the Army were employed to support the FUDRA quick response operations and the Plan Meteor battalions in a very limited capacity. In a more general sense, these baseline aviation assets were being employed as part of the new counter insurgency strategy against the FARC, which was to ensure that every unit had ready ground and or air support available within a short time frame regardless of the situation.

C. Results of the Application of Rotary Wing Capabilities in Strengthening the Legitimacy of the GoC

First, these assets continued to be repeatedly effective in supporting CN efforts and the CN battalion. Colombia saw its first drop in coca production in 2001 as a result of the success of the crop spraying efforts which were secured in part by helicopters that were either of legacy origin or from part of the new PCHP. This success arguably supported the GoC’s legitimacy
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as an international partner dedicated to eradicating the drug trade and by extension also increased its legitimacy with people of Colombia in that the people viewed land being used for the drug trade as land not under the official control of the GoC thus enhancing the performance of the GoC in its capacity and right to govern at this specific instance in time. However, it should be noted that these gains were not sustained and this organic capability did nothing in respect to achieving sustained legitimacy enhancing outcomes in the context of the FARC insurgency.

Second, the legacy Army and Air Force assets were repeatedly employed to support the mobile infantry battalions, Special Forces brigades and ultimately the FUDRAs in their quick reaction operations that nullified multiple FARC offensives. In that many if not all of these operations required a degree of air mobility to be successful, the legacy helicopters proved to facilitate the effectiveness of these operations on a limited basis which led to a 72 percent approval rating for the Army as of 2000 and more significantly a change in the perception of the people of Colombia that the war against the FARC could now be won militarily. This change was a legitimacy inflection point for the Colombian military and the GoC of Colombia in that people now believed that the GoC had the capacity to regain its monopoly over the legitimate use of force and expand its ability to exercise force within the rule of law in alignment with Holsti’s measures of legitimacy. It should be made clear that the gains at this point in time were temporary in nature and led to popular confidence but did not yet yield sustainable results.

Third, the self-induced reorganization of the military between 1998 and 2002 from a public order force to a force that engaged in counter insurgency operations to an almost
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exclusively counter insurgency force that had adapted its strategy, tactics and planning to defeat the FARC in combination with employment of the PHCP, set the stage for the repeatable employment of helicopter assets as a decisive capability that would ultimately strengthen the legitimacy of the Government of Colombia.271 Even though the military was setting the GoC up for major gains in strengthening the measures of legitimacy, it should be noted that the period of 1998-2002 was marked with an escalated weakening in most of Holst’s five measurements pertaining to legitimacy with an escalation in the loss of municipalities, murders, and kidnappings as well as the growth of the FARC, the paramilitaries, and other armed groups.272

III. Walk, Run, and Glide Periods (2002-2010; The Administration of President Alvaro Uribe)

Note: There is a change in format for the Walk, Run, and Glide Periods in that they all fall under one Presidential Administration that had one approach and one set of goals whereas the Baseline, Crawl, and Deterrent Periods fell under different presidential administrations each representing different approaches and goals.

A. Political and Security Landscape from 2002-2010

In 2002, Alvaro Uribe was elected president with 53 percent of the first round vote, a first under the new Colombian constitution that was ratified in 1991.273 He had been elected on the basis of his security first platform and the people’s new confidence in the military to defeat the FARC and other irregular armed groups.274 This platform was different than that of his predecessors who emphasized attribution of the root causes of Colombia’s problems to poverty and social injustice as opposed to security.275 President Uribe believed that the only way to break
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the cycle of violence was not through only addressing poverty and social issues but instead through the GoC consolidating the security of the whole country under its control.\textsuperscript{276} He believed that once this occurred that this would feed a “virtuous cycle of security” leading to investment economic growth, sustained development and prosperity and one under which social programs could also flourish and make a difference in the daily lives of the average Colombian.\textsuperscript{277}

As President, President Uribe had five major objectives: consolidation of state control over all national territory; protection of the population; eradication of illicit drug activity; the development and maintenance of a deterrent capability; and the establishment of efficiency, transparency, and accountability.\textsuperscript{278} President Uribe believed without full control state control of Colombian territory, Colombia could not claim to be a state of law.\textsuperscript{279} His goal was to defeat the irregular groups with force and then bring their members back into the fold of Colombian society as ultimately they were Colombians.\textsuperscript{280} In respect to protecting the population, he wanted to bring down the extraordinarily murder and kidnapping rates.\textsuperscript{281} In 2002, there were 2,900 kidnappings and 30,000 murders.\textsuperscript{282} Additionally, he planned to attack narco-trafficking through further international cooperation as he saw Colombia as only a component of a multi-lateral problem.\textsuperscript{283} In order to set out on this ambitious security agenda with an aura of legitimacy, he understood that he had to resource and strengthen the security forces, and do this with accountability and transparency.
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i. The Walk Period Political and Security Landscape 2002-2004

To set the stage for this effort, President Uribe set out an aggressive strategic communications campaign whereby he and his cabinet would visit local communities throughout Colombia each week, socialize/build consensus for his plans as well as capture how these communities saw things at their level in respect security, crime corruption, the economy etc.\textsuperscript{284} Based on his discussions with the communities and their leaders, various ministers from his cabinet would make commitments to address their issues.\textsuperscript{285} President Uribe was careful not to make promises he could not keep and ensured that those he and or his ministers made were implemented within a timely manner.\textsuperscript{286} He also created a network of advisors to apply a trust but verify model in terms of implementation in the communities he visited.\textsuperscript{287} At the national level, he had meetings with groups such as trade unions to socialize his agenda but also sound out their concerns in terms of security.\textsuperscript{288} At the international level, he held monthly press conferences to promote international legitimacy and would discuss issues such as progress on human rights or his democratic security policy.\textsuperscript{289}

In respect to implementing his security policy, President Uribe provided the security forces with the funding they needed to meet the end strength, equipping, modernization and capability demands of their new counter insurgency strategy and structure.\textsuperscript{290} This resourcing investment was paid for by a war tax that patriotically supported by a majority of Colombians and did not detract from any of Colombia’s spending on social programs in that for each peso
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spent on security, three were spent on social programs.\textsuperscript{291} The success of this tax was legitimacy enhancing in that it was successfully implemented several times through Uribe’s term reflecting an increasing ability of the GoC to advance Holsti’s legitimacy performance measure of resource extraction.\textsuperscript{292} It should be noted that support for the war tax remained consistently high throughout the administration of President Uribe.\textsuperscript{293} Additionally, Uribe mandated a unified and coordinated effort from all of the GoC ministries in support of addressing the security situation.\textsuperscript{294} This was in part facilitated by the legacy placement of the National Police under the Colombian Department of Defense.\textsuperscript{295} This was done to promote the government’s capacity to provide an enduring and comprehensive presence and program in the outlying areas of the country as they were wrested from insurgent control.\textsuperscript{296}

The President Uribe security strategy was carried out in the context of several objectives and with aid from the US under Plan Colombia. The first objective was to protect the civilian population. President Uribe saw the soldiers as a means of connecting the GoC with the people on an individual level and thereby effecting greater legitimacy and freedom of action for the GoC.\textsuperscript{297} In order to accomplish this level of connectivity, security forces were deployed throughout the country to include permanent stations in remote areas.\textsuperscript{298} The second objective was to eliminate drug trafficking and the third was to “use military operations to break the guerilla’s will to fight.”\textsuperscript{299}
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In order to achieve these objectives, defensive, offensive, and support tactical concepts were developed in the context of a greater counter insurgency strategy. Reinforcing all of these models, US policy changed in late 2002, in response to the 9/11 attacks via National Security Policy Directive-18 (NSPD-18) expanding employment of US Plan Colombia Security Assistance as well as counter narcotics funding to fight terrorist groups in Colombia to include the FARC.\(^{300}\) This change initially opened the door to use PCHP assets in operations against the FARC and other terrorist groups on a case-by-case basis approved by the embassy.\(^{301}\) Without the terrorist group label, this policy would not have allowed use of the PCHP against the FARC.\(^{302}\) In the absence of this NSPD-18, the US was not involved directly in supporting counterinsurgency operations in Colombia prior to 2002.\(^{303}\) Later on 13 February 2003, in reaction to the downing of a plane from US Southern Command that was carrying military and contractor personnel and the murder of one of the US personnel on board, the embassy lifted its case restriction on the employment of US financed rotary wing assets against the FARC and other terrorist groups in Colombia.\(^{304}\) This policy change afforded the security forces access to a capability that would have a decisive impact in respect to implementing their defensive, offensive and support concepts in the context of their greater counter insurgency strategy.\(^{305}\)

I. DEFENSIVE:

The defensive model was the deployment of troops to and the occupation of vulnerable/high risk population areas with an emphasis on winning the hearts and minds of the
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population and human rights.\textsuperscript{306} This was achieved through “active area control” where all of the more than 350 abandoned municipalities were to be re-occupied with either Soldiers or Police as young recruits known as “Village Soldiers” native to each community who acted as the de facto GoC ambassadors to that community freeing the Soldiers and National Police for other duties.\textsuperscript{307} In order to augment this effort, locals in each of the villages were encouraged to become informers in the event that they noticed any activity from irregular armed groups in their communities.\textsuperscript{308} Combined, these two programs eliminated attacks on towns by the paramilitaries and the FARC by 2006.\textsuperscript{309} Separately, the number of high mountain battalions was increased to control potential enemy mobility corridors and the number of units under Plan Meteoro put in place to secure major highways was also increased.\textsuperscript{310} These operations were both part of the greater counter insurgency strategy. The safety of the major highways would ultimately lead to more commerce and an extended reach of government services to the population centers thus enhancing the GoCs capacity to govern.\textsuperscript{311}

Once assets from the rotary wing capability package were authorized to augment legacy Colombian helicopters for expanded use against terrorist organizations in mid to late 2003, the Soldiers deployed in support of these programs felt safe in taking risks in these remote areas in that they had confidence if they came under fire they would be rescued and or supported with one hour of requesting assistance.\textsuperscript{312} 
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II. **OFFENSIVE:**

The offensive model called for a comprehensive disruption of enemy operations to include elimination of formations through combat, the capturing/killing of leadership and attacking all means of support, mobility, logistics and communication. The support model focused on strengthening and modernizing the armed forces, “increasing joint and special operations”, and “developing the capability to carry out interagency actions in support of the Uribe unified effort framework.”

III. **SUPPORT:**

In support of the offensive model, nine additional mobile brigades were stood up bringing the total to seventeen. These brigades included the FUDRA established under President Pastrana and had a full time guerilla search and destroy mission. Concurrently, a multi-phased plan conducted exclusively by the Colombian military, called Plan Patriota was implemented to break the FARC’s strategic initiative. It was developed and executed in two phases beginning in 2003. The first phase Libertad Uno, launched in mid-2003 was to break the guerilla ring around Bogota. It lasted four months and involved 11,000 troops, to include some from the 17 mobile brigades. These troops broke up into platoon size formations and occupied the whole area of the ring around the city and were supported by an enduring logistics pipelines. So, when they went into an area, they went in and they stayed. This was known as the concept of
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“dispersed mass.” The victory was overwhelming with over 400 guerillas captured or killed and many others deserting. The role of helicopters during this operation, representing a shift in tactics, was to sustain the dispersed formations, provide limited air support, medical evacuation (MEDEVAC), create fear (through noise and visibility) in the minds of the FARC, and instill confidence in the minds of the soldiers. To effect the second phase of the operation on 31 December 2003, Libertad Dos, which involved attacking the strategic base area of the FARC around the old DMZ, a new task force was created known as Joint Task Force (JTF) Omega. JTF Omega included several of the mobile brigades from the Army, the full capability of the Army Aviation Brigade, as well as riverine units from the Navy.

Libertad Dos was the first operation against the FARC to employ the full aviation capability in the context of the counter insurgency strategy. It should be noted that Libertad Uno was conducted around major population centers and therefore the full breadth of the rotary aviation capability was not required. Though JTF Omega was taking the fight to the FARC in remote territory, Libertad Dos was a huge success with all of the core FARC base areas taken over a period of approximately three years. This success forced the FARC to disperse to jungle areas. This operation was the major first operation for the military in a remote area and as a result many of the logistics functions were improved upon as a result of this operation. It should be noted that as of 2015, many of the areas cleared by Libertad Dos gradually returned to
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FARC control over due to a lack of a consistent government presence.\textsuperscript{331} The employment of rotary wing assets decisively facilitated the success of the Libertad Dos operation in terms of transportation, supply line sustainment, MEDEVAC and CAS.\textsuperscript{332} Using a similar approach, offensive operations were conducted with decisive rotary aviation support throughout the country, dispersing the FARC and other irregular armed groups to more and more remote terrain.\textsuperscript{333} This dispersion resulted in almost 10,000 irregular deserters by 2005, 4,500 of which came from the FARC.\textsuperscript{334}

iii. Glide Period Political and Security Landscape 2007-2010

To support these successes, an additional 29 UH-60Ls and 13 MI-17s were acquired by the Army between 2007 and 2009.\textsuperscript{335} Additionally, the Air Force began an upgrade program for its attack AH-60L Arpia helicopters to include the addition of advanced guidance systems, night vision, radar, and light rockets.\textsuperscript{336} Further, in all cases, the national logistics pipeline and maintenance capability for the all of the helicopters matured through the employment of DynCorps and the training of mechanics and maintainers.\textsuperscript{337} What this meant was when a helicopter would go down anywhere in the country, it could be extracted and repaired within the borders of Colombia by Colombians in most cases whereas previous to the PCHP when a helicopter went down, it stayed down.\textsuperscript{338} It should be noted that this extraction and capability was initially available beginning in 2003.\textsuperscript{339}
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Facilitating employment of these assets during the same time period, the military’s intelligence capability was significantly increased and so was the level of integration of service component capabilities otherwise known as the joint level of Colombian armed forces specifically with the formation of the first Joint Special Forces Unit and then the First Joint Caribbean Command which basically placed all of Colombia’s joint combat assets under one Commander.340 This new command included JTF Omega and also the Joint Special Operations Command.341

Integrating this new structure, new technology and foreign sources to include NSA eavesdropping, Colombia’s military intelligence capabilities increased dramatically.342 They could accurately predict enemy behavior and pinpoint enemy activity.343 These advances had a clear link to air mobility in that the air mobility assets allowed them to move quickly and effectively exploit intelligence information they received.344

To coordinate both intelligence and air assets, a coordinated air command center was set up in Bogota which included real-time status of all of the air assets and crews.345 Once intelligence was received at the center, assets could be selected and deployed based on availability, and readiness of helicopters, pilots, and crews.346

With these new integrated capabilities, the special forces and Army Aviation Brigade started to tie in operations with the Air Force beginning in 2007 whereby intelligence would be received on high value FARC or other irregular army key operatives; the intelligence would be fed into the combined air operations center; concurrently an aircraft with a precision guided
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missile would be sent to hit the target and a special forces team would be dispatched on a UH-60L helicopter from the Army Aviation Brigade. Once the missile hit, the helicopter(s) would deliver the Special Forces troops with members of the National Police to clean up the impacted area, secure enemy combatants as well as any materials that might provide intelligence information. Using this approach, during 2007-2011, over 80 high value targets were taken out to include elements from the highest levels FARC leadership, including members of the “Secretariat” that runs the entire organization. The successful operations to take out these individuals acted as a mass marketing tool that captured the enthusiasm and support of the Colombian people and transitioned momentum from the FARC to the GoC of Colombia.

Additionally, with what is known as Operation Jaque, Colombian military intelligence was able to tap into the location of the three hostages taken on 13 February 2003 by the FARC and created a scheme with a faux NGO and painted MI-17 to trick the FARC into handing over the hostages. In another hostage rescue operation, Operation Camaleon, intelligence was used in combination with helicopters to rescue “an additional group of hostages including a police general.” It should be noted that Operation Jaque truly became a mass marketing tool as a multi-part television drama that captured the imagination of the Colombian people and people throughout the Spanish speaking world.

Other gains were made through Uribe’s Consolidation initiative whereby all GoC ministries worked together to support development and investment projects in previously insurgent-held municipalities in and around the former DMZ and the Operation Libertad Dos
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area of operations.\textsuperscript{353} The goal was to not only restore governance to these areas where only limited GoC was traditionally in place but to win the hearts and minds of the populations in these municipalities and also keep out the FARC.\textsuperscript{354} This effort was known as the Consolidation Program, which continues to be supported by US AID as of 2015.

In contrast to these gains, a scandal known as the “false positives” surfaced under then Defense Minister and later President Manuel Santos. The scandal involved the extrajudicial killings by the military personnel.\textsuperscript{355} The motivations seem in some cases to have been professional jealously on the part of the Soldiers not engaged in combat operations against the FARC desiring the attention and accolades their peers in battle were receiving.\textsuperscript{356} There is also main stream attribution of the problem to the Colombian Ministry of Defense incentives system which rewarded those that most produced body count over other measures of effectiveness.\textsuperscript{357} Soldiers accused by the FARC or other organizations were taken off of the battlefield and placed before regional civilian courts that did not employ harmonized standards such as International Humanitarian Law or case law in these unfamiliar military matters.\textsuperscript{358} This uneven justice, while getting it right in many cases, probably was too light in some and too heavy in others.\textsuperscript{359} Ultimately, subsequent reforms, investigations, convictions, and resignations led to increased accountability and the number of accusations dwindled to almost none after 2010.\textsuperscript{360} It should be noted that the “False Positives” scandal though controversial did not have any substantive impact on the legitimacy of the GoC.\textsuperscript{361} It is a matter of some controversy whether or not the quick
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response (as the scandal broke) from the military and the GoC was the driving force behind the limited damage. There are those (including scholars) who assert that he limited impact of the scandal was mainly attributable to many of the victims (as many as 80%) being ignored due to their marginal social status.362

iv. Walk-Run-Glide Political and Security Landscape Outcomes 2002-2010

The resulting increased security situation led to many successes that improved the legitimacy of the GoC. Consolidated GoC control over a majority of the sovereign territory 2002-2009 led to the effective obsolescence and elimination of the paramilitaries with over 24,000 paramilitary soldiers laying down arms.363 Additionally, having suffered many defeats at the hands of the strengthened and adapted security forces, over 22,000 guerillas deserted from the FARC and other armed groups and entered GoC run rehabilitation programs.364 These transitions strengthened the legitimacy of the GoC in terms of extending its monopoly on the legitimate use of force and consolidating internal sovereignty. With the shunting of these irregular armed groups, over 350 previously abandoned municipalities were re-occupied by police and elected GoC officials expanded and strengthened the GoC’s capacity to govern.365 Crimes also spiraled downward with the number of murders dropping from 28,000 in 2002 to 15,000 in 2009 and the number of kidnappings plummeted from 2,800 in 2002 to 300 in 2009.366
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B. Application of the Rotary Wing Capability in the Context of the Political/Security Landscape

i. Walk Period Application of Rotary Wing Capability 2002-2003

There were no major changes in capability during this period.

Operationally, the Colombians were not able to apply the full capability of their Army Aviation Brigade until mid-2003 after the taking of the American hostages by the FARC and the killing American personnel.367 Between the time the NSPD-18 Executive order was issued and mid-2003, the full capability could be used on a case-by-case basis in counter insurgency operations as approved by the US Embassy. During this short one year time period, the capability was used to support operations already put in place under the Pastrana administration to secure roads, mobility corridors, infrastructure and re-garrisoning of abandoned municipalities as well as for offensive counter insurgency operations against the FARC on a limited basis.368 Once the PCHP was effectively released to their hands in mid-2003, the Colombians made effective use of it beginning with the support of defensive operations. Helicopters were fully utilized without restrictions to support remote troops on the roads, secure oil pipelines, secure mountain pass mobility corridors, and rescue/secure remote towns.369 The helicopters transported the troops as well as supplies for the troops to these locations.370 When these troops faced any enemy forces, the helicopters would be there within an hour to either assist in MEDEVAC, extraction, or CAS.371 The helicopters gave the troops the confidence to defend these remote areas and highways, take on the enemy and hold their ground.372
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Additionally during this period, the Aviation Brigade honed and perfected its skills through participation in complex exercises with over twenty helicopters in the air at any given time.\textsuperscript{373}

\textbf{ii. Run Period Application of Rotary Wing Capability 2004-2007}

In terms of training, maintenance and sustainment, all of the services continued to benefit, though DynCorps was still taking the lead with 70 percent of the work with Colombians taking on the balance.\textsuperscript{374}

Additionally by 2007, the pilot school in Melgar had produced a total of 218 Colombian pilots, a 700 percent aggregate increase over 7 years, while the 3 schools in Tolemaida, Madrid, and Fusagasuga, dedicated to maintenance, produced 133 mechanics, and 165 crew members.\textsuperscript{375}

In terms of additional assets, the Army’s number of UH-60Ls continued to grow to 38 (See Figure 6) while the Air Force continued to modernize their existing fleet of AH-60L Arpias.

\textbf{Figure 6. Run Period Counter Insurgency Rotary Wing Aviation Assets}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Capability</th>
<th>Army</th>
<th>Air Force</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AH-60L</td>
<td>CAS</td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UH-60L</td>
<td>Transport/CAS</td>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UH-60A</td>
<td>Transport/CAS</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI-17</td>
<td>Transport</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UH-1N-212</td>
<td>CAS</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huey II</td>
<td>Escort</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Operationally, helicopters were used decisively in offensive operations in the context of the counter insurgency strategy that began with Plan Patriota, and Operation Libertad Dos.\textsuperscript{376} These operations were key in effectively defeating the FARC’s offensive military capability and swung the strategic initiative to the GoC over a period of three years.\textsuperscript{377} Concurrent and following Operation Libertad Dos, helicopters supported rapid deployment of the FUDRA battalions that allowed these troops to exploit intelligence and go after the FARC and other enemies when they were most vulnerable.\textsuperscript{378} This is also the period where by through the addition of the full PCHP to the organic Colombian counterinsurgency capability in 2004, the Colombian military achieved asymmetric military dominance over the FARC.\textsuperscript{379} From this point forward, the FARC could no longer compete with the Colombian military and win.

iii. Glide Period Application of Rotary Wing Capability 2007-2010

By 2010, the Army had 50 UH-60Ls and the Air Force assets remained static. See Figure 7 below.\textsuperscript{380}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Capability</th>
<th>Glide (2007-2010)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AH-60L</td>
<td>CAS</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UH-60L</td>
<td>Transport/CAS</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UH-60A</td>
<td>Transport/CAS</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI-17</td>
<td>Transport</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UH-1N-212</td>
<td>CAS</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huey II</td>
<td>Escort</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Additionally by 2010, the flight training school in Melgar had produced a total of 240 Colombian pilots while the 3 maintenance schools in Tolemaida, and Madrid, Fusagasuga continued to pump out 50 plus graduates per year.\footnote{Ibid.}

With the advent of joint capabilities, the formation of the Joint Command and the joint aviation control center, helicopters played a key role in successful high visibility strategic joint operations in going after FARC high value targets and hostage rescues.\footnote{Ospina, 2015; Washington Post, 2013.} Additionally, helicopters were used for MEDEVAC of enemy combatants in many cases.\footnote{Gonzales, 2015; A. Flores, 2015.}

Institutionally, the PCHP positioned Colombia to have an unlimited pipeline of talent in terms of flying, maintaining, and sustaining a large fleet of helicopters.\footnote{Gonzales, 2015.} As of October 2011, 248 Colombian pilots graduated from the flight school.\footnote{Ibid.} Today, the flight school at Melgar is a world class level institution that in addition to Colombians, trains pilots from Mexico and other Latin American countries.\footnote{Ibid.; A. Flores, 2015.} Graduates of the three maintenance and avionic schools now manage the national logistics pipeline and repair most aircraft domestically with minimal contractor support.\footnote{Gonzales, 2015.}

These are all huge accomplishments that have left Colombia with a ready fleet in excess of 300 helicopters, 400 expert pilots, 300 expert mechanics as well as a national supply pipeline of parts, and four world class training intuitions dedicated to rotary wing aviation.\footnote{Ibid.}
C. Results of the application of Rotary Wing Capabilities in Strengthening the Legitimacy of the GoC


During this period, President Uribe socialized his security campaign plans with the people of Colombia and the International community. The focus of the security forces at this time was to expand and resource operations to secure villages, highways, mobility corridors and continue counter-narcotics operations.\(^{389}\) All of these initiatives were started but under resourced under President Pastrana.\(^{390}\) The 10 MI-17 and eight UH-60L baseline rotary wing assets from the Army Aviation Brigade were the only assets consistently used to support counter insurgency operations in a very limited manner during this period and it is noted that these operations had limited success in maintaining security in the territory that they occupied.\(^{391}\) During this period, the PCHP assets could only be used on a case-by-case basis authorized and coordinated by the US State Department.\(^{392}\) It was not until late 2003 that these assets were available to be regularly employed against the FARC.\(^{393}\) This availability directly correlated to the advent of NSPD-18 which permitted US support of Colombian armed forces to pursue the FARC. NSPD-18 was issued in 2002 in response to the 9/11 attacks and was a key forcing event in convergence with Colombian realities that ultimately led to the full-scale employment of PCHP against the FARC.\(^{394}\) The FARC had been designated a trans-national terrorist group and as a result of 9/11, the gloves were off in respect to all terrorist designated groups from the perspective of the United States.\(^{395}\) It should be noted that the delay in the PCHP being allowed to be used against the
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FARC may have been fortuitous in that it allowed the assets and infrastructure to be put into place, and it gave the crews time to practice and perfect their skills prior engaging in heavy combat operations. 396

One of the previous major stumbling blocks to success against the FARC was that the military was casualty adverse in that there was no consistent and reliable means for rapid extraction and or support during counter insurgency operations. 397 This gap stymied risk taking by the troops and made them hesitant to remain in remote areas after an offensive. 398 The baseline helicopter assets could not fill this capability gap, which required rapid response air mobility assets for transportation, extraction, MEDEVAC, and CAS. 399 Additionally, during this period, these baseline assets supported occasional light offensives on the FARC and also the major offensive Operation Libertad Uno but they did not play a decisive role. 400 At this point in time the CN operations were not making much headway and therefore did not strengthen the legitimacy of the GoC.

The good news is that between 2002-2003, Holstí’s five measurements of legitimacy began to stabilize with no further rebel advances in taking municipalities, a drop in the murder in kidnapping rates, and the initial securing of highways, infrastructure, and remote FARC mobility corridors. This being said, the GoC’s ability govern within a consensus based political community was still in a state of escalating fracture with the continued growth of the FARC, paramilitaries, and smaller irregular armed groups.

400 Ospina, 2015.

This was the period of convergence for rotary wing capability package. The full capability of the PCHP augmented Army Aviation Brigade was effectively employed in Operation Libertad Dos in the context of the counter insurgency strategy from the very beginning of 2004 at arguably the exact time it was really needed for the strategy. The helicopters were a decisive factor in the success of this three-year operation. Helicopters were the key capability exploited to transport troops in to the remote FARC base areas bordering the former DMZ, MEDVAC, provide CAS and support an extended logistics pipeline to continuously resource dispersed formations. With this support, FARC forces were systematically defeated over a period of three years and either crumbled from desertions or dispersed into remoter areas in response to the military onslaught. The addition of the PCHP to the Colombian counter insurgency force model and strategy resulted in the Colombian military achieving asymmetric military dominance over the FARC where by the FARC could no longer successfully compete with the Colombian military. Following this operation, the FARC had no major projection points for avenues of approach they had established from the DMZ areas to the major population centers. Concurrent and subsequent operations on a smaller scale but employing a similar model defeated multiple FARC, paramilitary and other armed group formations throughout Colombia during this period militarily degrading the FARC to the point in 2007 where they started to turn away from semi-conventional warfare as their primary means of securing power. Additionally, with the enhanced aviation support capability during this period, the
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troops deployed to secure the villages, roads and mountain passes deployed and continuously expanded their secure perimeters with confidence in that they knew that they would be rescued and or supported by the PCHP enhanced Army Aviation Brigade within an hour if they came under attack.408 As a result, by the end of 2007, most of the municipalities (50 percent of the total in Colombia) abandoned under the previous administrations, the major highways, and the mobility corridors in the mountains had been fully secured by the GoC.409

The methodology in securing these objectives was consistent throughout most of Colombia.410 The only major areas not fully secured include the Pacific Coast (uncontrolled), the south-central area (FARC dominated) and the borders with Brazil, Venezuela and Ecuador.411 The GoC had militarily defeated the FARC and without any major armed group threat and a GoC that they could now rely upon, a majority of the 31,000 paramilitaries put down their arms in a vote of confidence for the legitimacy of the GoC or arguably in the absence of financing by their supporters or both.412 The GoC had successfully and repeatedly consolidated sovereign state control over most of its territory thus enhanced its capacity and right to govern, regained its monopoly over the legitimate use of force, consolidated its internal sovereignty and could exercise force within the rule of law throughout most of the country. As a result, the security groundwork had been laid to facilitate increased interstate and international trade, tourism, and investment that in combination with other factors fostered economic growth.413 The economy
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started to grow at a rate of 4.3 percent per year. Additionally, the number of kidnappings and murders dropped substantially and would continue to do so for years to come.

It is clear that the capability endowed to the Colombians by rotary wing capability package alone was not the only ingredient or even key ingredient in facilitating these legitimacy outcomes. It was part of a greater multi-layered recipe of progressive incremental reforms, transformations, investments, acquisitions, capability developments and visions with each layer requiring its own dwell time to fully congeal. This being said, without the PCHP capability, the Colombians would have had a very difficult time advancing with their operations to secure villages, highways, and mobility corridors let alone take on the FARC in remote regions of the country in that there were significant risks involved in respect to supply line interruptions and rapid support if they came under fire in that their organic rotary aviation capability was very limited. For these reasons, the enduring and decisive capability endowed to the Colombians by the totality of the rotary wing package in the context of a greater strategy to include not only equipment but also a logistics pipeline and institutions, gave their military forces the enduring and resilient confidence they needed to take and hold territory from the FARC and to a lesser extent other armed groups during this period.


Beginning in 2007, the administration of Alvaro Uribe launched what is known as the “Consolidation Program” whereby the goal “was to use the Colombian Army and police to drive out the guerillas; bring in the civilian authorities to help farmers grow legal crops in a place
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where the GoC had no more than a token presence for decades” by setting up infrastructure and services to include roads, courts, schools, and health clinics.\(^{418}\) This program was supported by the full force of all of the GoC ministries and due to the remote nature of the locations that it targeted mainly around the former DMZ such as La Macarena, air mobility provided primarily by helicopters was key to flying in the necessary resources and people to get this program off the ground quickly.\(^{419}\) Additionally, helicopters were used to resupply military and security forces located in these hamlets on a re-occurring basis and from time to time supported light counter insurgency operations to keep the towns secure.\(^{420}\) This effort became a showcase for the Colombian people as well as foreign dignitaries and gave both groups confidence that the GoC was placing its best foot forward in bringing these borderline communities into the greater Colombian fold.\(^{421}\) This program repeatedly increased the legitimacy of the GoC throughout the region through in many cases an initial provision of official governance that enhanced the GoCs capacity and right to govern and exercise force within the of rule of law. Additionally, the sustained provision of GoC services (in the form of schools, courts and health clinics), transportation infrastructure, and electricity the GoC began to win the hearts and minds of a previously alienated population base thus enhancing its capacity to govern within a consensus-based political community.\(^{422}\)

The reach available to all GoC ministries via helicopters in the glide period was greatly enhanced as just about everywhere in Colombia could be accessed within a one hour flight from from strategically located air strips dispersed throughout the country.\(^{423}\) This means that the
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people in even the most remote areas potentially now had access to GoC services. Additionally, troops and police at checkpoints on remote highways and mountain passes were easily resupplied and supported at within an hour’s time during this period. In this context, the PCHP enabled a deterrent capability in the form of sustaining these remote military units while fortifying and sustaining the GoC of Colombia’s capacity and right to govern, its capacity to maintain its monopoly over legitimate use of force and its ability to exercise force within rule of law in some of the most remote and inaccessible areas of the country on a repeatable and consistent basis as illustrated Figure 8 below. The yellow areas represent moderate levels of insurgent activity while the red areas represent high levels of activity. In summary, during this period, the PHCP capability in the context of the counter insurgency strategy ensured that citizens felt the GoC’s presence, the main roads were safe enough for travel, infrastructure was protected from sabotage, no security vacuum existed in even the most remote mountain passes and roads thus contributing to an environment of sustained security, governance, and rule of law throughout the country.

**Figure 8. Comparison of Insurgent Activity in Colombia 2002 vs. 2010**

---

IV. The Deterrent Period (2010 and onward; The Administration of Manuel Santos)

A. Political and Security Landscape

In August of 2010, Manuel Santos ascended to the presidency of Colombia with the objective of consolidating the gains of the Uribe administration through a comprehensive peace deal with the FARC. Negotiations with the FARC started in Havana Cuba in 2012 and included five main points. President Santos would like to implement a final peace with the FARC to include full disarmament of the rebels, victim reparations, political participation for ex-rebels, and elimination of the illegal drug trade. President Santos “hopes that a permanent peace settlement with the FARC will allow security forces to concentrate on combatting criminal gangs” known generally as the Bacrim that are vying for control of Colombia’s cocaine production crops and resources. The peace process is burdened by splits in popular opinion in terms of what should be conceded. There are many in Colombia who are rallying behind ex-President Uribe with the cry “Peace without impunity” supporting Uribe in his belief that the rebels involved in killing should not be amnestied without judicial punishment. This is not a good sign for legitimacy in that this division is fracturing political consensus within Colombia. Additionally, the number of victims eligible for GoC and FARC reparations as a result of human rights abuses is growing rapidly and now exceeds 7.4 million. It is unclear whether or not the FARC is serious but what is clear is that the FARC no longer represents an existential security threat to the GoC and appears to be achieving its goals primarily through publicity, the political
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process, and negotiation. As of May 2015, several advances had been made in the peace process to include a deal on land reform in November of 2011 which one of five major demands that require resolution for a peace deal.\textsuperscript{433} These included political participation of the FARC as a legitimate political party in the event of a peace deal in November of 2011, a pledge to eliminate illegal drug production in May of 2014, and an agreement to “work together to remove landmines in March of 2015.”\textsuperscript{434} In a promising step, the FARC also declared a unilateral ceasefire in November of 2014 in response to which the GoC suspended all bombardment in March of 2015 and was considering a full bilateral ceasefire.\textsuperscript{435} Unfortunately, in April of 2015, the FARC attacked and killed 11 Soldiers and wounded 19 in one of the few remaining FARC dominated areas known as Cauca.\textsuperscript{436} In response, coordinated airstrikes were resumed against FARC strongholds and leadership with a raid taking place on 22 May 2015 that took out 26 guerillas and a weapons cache.\textsuperscript{437} This attack, though a setback, did not have sufficient scale to impact the confidence of the people in the GoC or derail the peace negotiations.\textsuperscript{438} As the negotiations have dragged on and on, more and more members of the FARC and other groups have laid down their arms but only to swell the ranks of Colombian criminal gangs known as the Bacrim.\textsuperscript{439} Both sides agree they are closing in on a deal with the issues of reparations and rebel demobilization and disarmament as the only ones left in the breach.\textsuperscript{440} If it happens, a deal in the opinion of Colombian scholars is expected sometime in 2016.\textsuperscript{441} It should be mentioned that
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there are many who believe that the FARC keeps stalling the talks to swing the deal more and more in their favor as they gain greater influence and leverage through the political process over time.\textsuperscript{442} At this point in time, the delays have not undermined the legitimacy of the talks or the government.\textsuperscript{443}

B. Application of the Rotary Wing Capability in the Context of Political/Security Landscapes

In 2012, Colombia acquired 7 S-70i helicopters and 10 additional UH-60Ls.\textsuperscript{444} Though there has been interest in additional purchases of UH-60Ls, the purchases have not materialized.\textsuperscript{445} 

The Air Force has steadily retained its legacy Pre-Colombia organic complement (with no further additions) of 13 AH-60Ls known as Arpias (armed Blackhawks), 8 UH-60As, 19 Huey IIs, 14 UH-1N-212s, and 12 Bell 206s.\textsuperscript{446}

During this period, the Colombian military has become increasingly joint in all respects leading to the standing up of joint air command centers (JoACs) where the military receives actionable intelligence on a targets; assesses aviation support requirements; views online and real-time, which air and air mobility assets and associated crews are available; makes assignments; and launches operations within an hour of receipt of the intelligence.\textsuperscript{447}

In respect to training, maintenance and sustainment, all of the services continue to benefit from world class training institutions, expert mechanics, and a well-resourced and sophisticated logistics pipeline.\textsuperscript{448} The JoAC also has the capability to provide real time visibility in respect to
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the location required parts in the pipeline if a helicopter goes down or is inoperable, the maintenance status of aviation assets by serial number, and the sleep status of their associated crews. Additionally, Colombians continue to take the lead on maintenance and logistics with DynCorps gradually phasing out of maintenance and logistics operations as of 2011.450

In terms of training institutional output, the flight training school in Melgar continues to produce world-class pilots with other countries such as Mexico and Peru sending candidates. As of 2015, the school has produced a total of over 400 pilots including 15 graduates from other Latin American countries each year.451 Helicopters continue to play a key role in successful high visibility strategic joint operations in going after FARC high value targets and hostage rescues.452 Additionally, helicopters have been used to MEDEVAC enemy combatants in many cases.453 As recent as of 22 May 2015, 26 FARC guerillas were killed and a weapons cache was destroyed in a coordinated joint operation, which included rotary wing air mobility support.454

The rotary wing capability that was used as a decisive factor in hundreds of operations to secure Colombia between 2004 and 2007 has evolved to be part of a coordinated and targeted asymmetrically superior joint deterrent capability that gives the leadership of Colombia the option to capture or kill FARC leaders and units almost at will.455 This capability leaves the FARC with almost no refuge except outside the sovereign borders of Colombia and even then this coordinated capability has been used to take out FARC leaders.456
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features, this capability further consolidates the GoCs sustained capacity to govern, internal sovereignty, and monopoly on the legitimate use of force.

Additionally, the PCHP capability in the context of the counter insurgency strategy, remains a critical factor in supplying and supporting troops assigned to remote highway, village and mountain outposts thus sustaining a GoC presence throughout most of the remote areas of the country.\textsuperscript{457} This supply and support capability also contributes to the consolidation of the GoCs sustained capacity to govern, internal sovereignty, and monopoly on the legitimate use of force.

The Colombian military is now a recognized internationally as global center of excellence and subject matter expertise in respect to development, sustainment and execution of a rotary wing capability in the context of counter insurgency operations.\textsuperscript{458} As such, other countries, such as Mexico and Peru, are turning to Colombia for training and tactics in respect to employing helicopters to defeat insurgent and criminal groups within their borders as well as to reassert government control over remote populations and under-governed spaces being controlled by these groups.\textsuperscript{459}

Institutionally, the PCHP continues to provide Colombia an unlimited pipeline of talent in terms of flying, maintaining, and sustaining a large fleet of helicopters.\textsuperscript{460}
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C. Results of the Application of Rotary Wing Aviation Capabilities in Strengthening the Legitimacy of the GoC

There are two repeatable outcomes that support strengthening the legitimacy of the GoC of Colombia.

The first is that FARC can no longer hide or seek refuge in remote areas. The expanded asymmetry in capability dominance between the intelligence gathering and coordinated precision guided munitions strikes with follow on air mobility insertions has left the FARC vulnerable in every corner of Colombia.\textsuperscript{461} By maintaining this expanded asymmetric dominance, the GoC has brought the FARC back to the peace table; kept the FARC at the peace table and is negotiating with them to support its efforts to defeat the growing criminal elements known as the Bacrim within its borders as well as fully join the legitimate political framework.\textsuperscript{462} The longer negotiations continue, the more FARC are vulnerable to being killed and they know it was evidenced by more and more deserting every year.\textsuperscript{463} The rotary wing capability in the context of a de-escalating crisis and counter insurgency strategy is now transforming into a component of a joint coordinated capability that exploits actionable intelligence and employment of PGMs.\textsuperscript{464} Once negotiations are complete and insurgency is defeated, the GoC can focus on taking on the criminal gangs and restore rule of law, monopoly on the legitimate use of force, and GoC administration to the remaining of rural areas where it is not yet fully exercised to include primarily the frontiers, the south central areas and the Pacific coast.\textsuperscript{465}
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The second is a continuation of the Glide Period outcome pertaining to GoC access. It continues to be the case that anywhere in Colombia can be reached within an hour for any purpose, so the people even in many of the most remote areas have potential access to GoC services. Additionally, troops and police at checkpoints on remote highways and mountain passes are easily resupplied and supported at almost a moment’s notice thus the aviation capability enables a deterrent capability in the form of sustaining these remote units and also extends and sustains governance to the governance and rule of law to some of the most remote areas of the country on a repeatable and consistent basis thus enhancing the GoC’s capacity and right to govern, maintain essential elements of sovereignty, maintain a monopoly over the legitimate use of force and exercise force within the rule of law throughout 90 percent of the country. In summary, the PCHP employed by the GoC during this period continues to ensure that its citizens feel the GoC is present, the roads are safe for travel, infrastructure is protected from sabotage, and there is no vacuum in respect to security that can be seeded in even the most remote mountain passes and roads thus contributing to an environment of sustained security, governance, and rule of law throughout most of the country.

CONCLUSIONS

The initial question this thesis sought to answer is whether or not the various applications of PCHP in the context of the political and security landscapes of each of the delineated periods led to repeatable outcomes that strengthened the legitimacy of the GoC of Colombia and if so how. In this context, five measures of successful state that contribute to a state’s legitimacy developed by K.J. Holsti were employed in answering the how: the capacity and right to govern;
the capacity to extract resources necessary to provide services; the capacity to maintain internal sovereignty; the capacity to maintain a monopoly over the legitimate use of force; the capacity exercise of force within the rule of law; and the capacity to govern within a consensus based political community. By meeting these measures successfully, Holsti asserts that a state can achieve both Vertical and Horizontal legitimacy.

It is clear from the research done that the GoC capacity and right to govern, exercise force within the rule of law, consolidate internal sovereignty and expand its legitimate monopoly on violence to 40 percent of its governed sovereign territory were all consistently and repeatably strengthened during the run, glide, and deterrent periods. The measure of capacity to govern within a consensus based political community was notably strengthened with the Consolidation Program in the beginning in the glide period and continuing into the deterrent period and the measure to extract resources was best represented the successful President Uribe war tax. By virtue of these achievements, both the elements of Vertical and Horizontal legitimacy were strengthened, meaning that the state at a high level vertically gained in the authority, consent and loyalty of the political base and also horizontally gained with an enhanced “shared sense of community” though the Consolidation Program and the provision of GoC services to 40 percent of the country’s municipalities that were previously abandoned.

This research also sought to determine whether these gains could traced to the application of the PCHP during these three periods that are distinct from other capabilities to include the baseline helicopter counter insurgent capability that Colombia had as of 1997. It is was clear that in each in every case the answer was yes that they could be traced exclusively to the full
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augmentation of the PCHP capability. It is also clear that the insurgency de-escalation started and major gains were made only when the Colombian military achieved asymmetric dominance over the FARC. This dominance could not have occurred without the full scale online employment of the PCHP which gave the Colombian military a sustained world class capability to reach any point in their country, regardless of the terrain, within an hour on a massive scale and then sustain operations at that point for an unlimited period of time.

FIGURE 2. The Evolution of the Colombian Insurgency in the Context of the Employment of the PCHP

As seen in Figure 2, it is clear that through 2002, without the modernized counter insurgency capabilities fully online and fully resourced to include the complete transformation of the Colombian military to a counter insurgency force and the mature PCHP, the insurgency continued to escalate unabated to the point that the GoC lost control of over 50 percent of its municipalities. Once the transformed and resourced counter insurgency strategy came online beginning in 2002 but still absent the full force of the PCHP, the GoC was able to halt the insurgency escalation but was not able to make any substantial gains in bringing the lost
municipalities back under GoC control. It should be noted that the GoC had the legacy counter insurgency rotary aviation capability available from 1998 -2004 but it failed to make any decisive difference on the battlefield on its own. During this time between 1998 and 2003, the Colombian Armed Forces had many victories over the FARC—only for the FARC to take back the gains achieved by the military once the military left the area of the successful operation. It was only in 2004 with the addition of a fully developed rotary aviation capability online in the form of the PCHP that the Colombian Military was able to achieve asymmetric dominance over the FARC. Once this occurred, the military was able to clear and hold territory.

The PCHP gave the military the capability offensively to maneuver, transport troops and required supplies on a massive scale to any point in Colombia within an hour as well as the follow on capability to sustain the those troops for an indefinite period of time. It also gave them on demand defensive capabilities of air support, MEDEVAC, and or extraction from any point in Colombia within an hour. Supporting these capabilities, a national logistics pipeline and a world class training pipeline were also in place supporting helicopter readiness, manning and maintainability, so these capabilities could be employed with minimal interruption. With the composite of these capabilities in place, the newly transformed counter insurgent military could now mass and overwhelm the FARC or any other armed group in any location of the country no matter how remote with an hour’s notice. In this context, the FARC’s legacy advantage of being able to dominate remote and challenging terrain ceased to be an advantage on the battlefield.
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It is clear that the decisive capability endowed to the Colombians by the PCHP alone was not the only ingredient in facilitating these legitimacy outcomes. It was an essential part of a multi-layered recipe of progressive incremental reforms, taxes, investments, acquisitions, capability developments and visions over the course of multiple presidencies with each layer requiring its own dwell time to fully congeal. This being said, without in the use of PCHP to achieve asymmetric military dominance starting in 2004, the Colombians would have had a very difficult time advancing with their operations to secure villages, highways, and mobility corridors let alone take on the FARC in remote regions of the country in that there were significant risks involved in respect to supply line interruptions and rapid support if they came under fire in that their organic rotary aviation capability was very limited.477

For these reasons, the enduring and decisive capability endowed to the Colombians by the totality of the PCHP to include not only equipment but also a logistics pipeline and institutions, not only resulted in their asymmetric dominance but gave their military forces the enduring and resilient confidence they needed to take and hold territory from the FARC and to a lesser extent other armed groups during this period.478 Additionally, today this capability in combination with multi-source actionable intelligence, and PGMs has resulted in an asymmetrically dominant deterrent capability whereby the FARC have no sanctuary as individuals or units. This enhanced deterrent capability has undoubtedly kept the FARC both off balance and incentivized at the highest and arguably most vulnerable levels to make a peace deal with the GoC and retire with their lives and riches intact.479
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With respect to the probable success of exportability of the PCHP to other countries facing insurgencies with terrain hostile to rapid ground movement of vehicles, the prospects remain unclear. In Colombia, the PCHP was developed using a joint requirements adjudication process by both the US Southern Command and the Colombian military to fill what was identified to be a critical capability gap.\textsuperscript{480} These planners designed the PCHP to be specifically tailored to Colombia’s requirements and future modernization plans and strategy.\textsuperscript{481} Additionally, the scope was based on the maturity of the armed forces, the existing infrastructure, and the anticipated talent pipeline.\textsuperscript{482} As stated, though the PCHP was a decisive ingredient in facilitating the strengthening of the legitimacy of the GoC in the context of its counter insurgency strategy and was the result of deliberate planning, it was also part of a greater multi-layer recipe of progressive and incremental reforms, transformations, investments, taxes, capability developments, acquisitions, visions and most importantly a desire to succeed by the Colombian people over the span of multiple presidencies. Success was not just a matter of simply providing a capability. Other ingredients were required to include an effective strategy and the will to win.
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